
Data Model 
AFHS_Main Language:ENG 
 
 

 
Complete 
 
 
(1) InstComplete  

 
Enumeration: Complete [1/1] 

 
Module1Start 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module1Start [1/1] 

 
Module2Start 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module2Start [1/1] 

 
Module3Start 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module3Start [1/1] 

 
Module1Done 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module1Done [1/1] 

 
Module2Done 
 



 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module2Done [1/1] 

 
Module3Done 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: Module3Done [1/1] 

 
FullStart 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: FullStart [1/1] 

 
FullDone 
 
 
(1) Done  

 
Enumeration: FullDone [1/1] 

 
AGE_A 
Age in years 
 
First, we’d like to know your age in years. How old were you at your last birthday? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 60, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
MISSBRTH 
AA_1 missing 
 
In order to proceed with this survey, we need to know your age. We assure you that all 
information collected in this survey will remain confidential and be used only for 
statistical tabulations. Would you please provide your age? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 60, Attributes:AllowEmpty,Decline 



 
LanguagePref 
Language preference 
 
What language would you like to complete this survey in? 
 
(1) English  
(2) Spanish  

 
Enumeration: TLangPref [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
ConsentHeader 
 

Statement of consent 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Consent 
Consent 
 

Bullet2 

You are invited to take part in The American Family Health Study. This study is 
aimed at assessing the health of American individuals and families. The survey 
includes questions about health, family life, and other related topics. The 
information you provide will be used for scientific research designed to help 
improve health services and health education programs. Completing this 
survey will take around *xTimeAmt* minutes. Once this survey is complete we 
will send a *xDollarAmt* check in appreciation of your time. Your participation 
is voluntary.   

Bullet2 

The knowledge gained from this study is important for understanding how 
common experiences in life affect health. Your participation will give 
researchers a better understanding of the factors that influence health such as 
health care, marriage and divorce, having and raising children, and other life 
experiences. This information may be used to create policies and programs 
that help people in the future. Your participation is important because it will 
help the study accurately represent people like you.   

Bullet2 

For this survey, you will be asked questions online about your personal life. 
Answering these questions will take about *xTimeAmt* minutes. This survey 
will ask questions related to relationships, fertility, family dynamics, education, 
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employment, doctor visits, health insurance, and related attitudes and 
behavior. Some questions ask about potentially private, personal matters such 
as your experiences with sexual health. You may choose not to answer any 
question for any reason. Participants will be asked to take *xSurveyAmt* . The 
data collected will inform policies and programs related to the health and well-
being of American individuals and families. We are grateful for your 
participation.   

Bullet2 

We believe there are very few risks involved in participating in this study. It is 
possible that you may feel discomfort by being asked personal questions. You 
may skip answering any of the questions. There may be unforeseen privacy 
risks, but we believe that the risks are very small. We follow stringent practices 
to maintain the security of all data that could identify you. You may not receive 
any personal benefits from being in this study. However, others may benefit 
from the knowledge gained from this study. Your participation is voluntary, and 
you may leave the study at any time. If you leave the study before it is finished, 
there will be no penalty to you. You will receive a *xDollarAmt* check once you 
have completed the survey and submitted your responses online.   

Bullet2 

Please choose a private place to complete your survey. Your answers to the 
questions will be kept confidential. Your answers will be used for research only 
and will be stored in secure data repositories for future research studies 
without your additional informed consent. Researchers accessing the data will 
need to describe how they will use the data and pledge data confidentiality. 
These researchers will never have access to any information that will 
personally identify you as a respondent. Only coded information that has been 
stripped of direct identifiers will be stored in the repositories. The link between 
study codes and direct identifiers will be kept securely by the study and will 
never be made public. There is no limit on the length of time we will store your 
information.   

Bullet2 

A Department of Health and Human Services Certificate of Confidentiality 
covers this research in order to ensure your privacy. This means that we 
cannot be forced to disclose any research information that may identify you, 
even by a court subpoena, in any federal, state, or local civil, criminal, 
administrative, legislative, or other proceedings.   

Bullet2 

The Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent you or a member of your 
family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your involvement 
in this research. If an insurer, employer, or other person obtains your written 
consent to receive research information, then we will not use the Certificate to 
withhold that information. The Certificate cannot be used to resist a demand 
for information from the United States Government that is solely used for 
auditing or evaluation of federally funded projects. We may report to state or 
local officials evidence of harm or abuse to any vulnerable person, but we will 
not ask you any questions about such topics.   
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Bullet2 

We would be more than happy to answer any questions you have about the 
study. Please call the University of Michigan Survey Research Center, toll free, 
at 1-877-556-1542 or email the American Family Health Study at afhs-
info@umich.edu. The AFHS website also has interesting information about 
the study - including about how the data will be used to inform American public 
health policies and programs - at http://afhs.isr.umich.edu.   

Bullet2 

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to 
obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study 
with someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the University of 
Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board, 
2800 Plymouth Road, Building 520, Room 1169 Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2800, 
(734) 936-0933 [or toll free, (866) 936-0933], irbhsbs@umich.edu. Please refer 
to protocol HUM00167171.   

Bullet2 

The Principal Investigator leading this study is Dr. Brady T. West of the 
University of Michigan. This study is supported by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver 
National Institute of Child Health & Human Development of the National 
Institutes of Health under Award Number R01HD095920. The content is solely 
the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official 
views of the National Institutes of Health.   

Bullet2 

By clicking yes below, you are agreeing to participate in the study. You may 
print this page for your records. You may also request a copy of this page by 
calling 1-877-556-1542 or emailing us at afhs-info@umich.edu. 

 
(1) Yes, I agree with the terms above  
(5) No, I do not agree with the terms above  

 
Enumeration: TConsent [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
ConsentHeader2 
 

Statement of consent 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Consent2 
Consent 
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Bullet2 

You are invited to take part in The American Family Health Study. This study is 
aimed at assessing the health of American individuals and families. The survey 
includes questions about health, family life, and other related topics. The 
information you provide will be used for scientific research designed to help 
improve health services and health education programs. Completing this 
survey will take around *xTimeAmt* minutes. Once this survey is complete we 
will send a *xDollarAmt* check in appreciation of your time. Your participation 
is voluntary.   

Bullet2 

The knowledge gained from this study is important for understanding how 
common experiences in life affect health. Your participation will give 
researchers a better understanding of the factors that influence health such as 
health care, marriage and divorce, having and raising children, and other life 
experiences. This information may be used to create policies and programs 
that help people in the future. Your participation is important because it will 
help the study accurately represent people like you.   

Bullet2 

For this survey, you will be asked questions online about your personal life. 
Answering these questions will take about *xTimeAmt* minutes. This survey 
will ask questions related to relationships, fertility, family dynamics, education, 
employment, doctor visits, health insurance, and related attitudes and 
behavior. Some questions ask about potentially private, personal matters such 
as your experiences with sexual health. You may choose not to answer any 
question for any reason. Participants will be asked to take *xSurveyAmt* . The 
data collected will inform policies and programs related to the health and well-
being of American individuals and families. We are grateful for your 
participation.   

Bullet2 

We believe there are very few risks involved in participating in this study. It is 
possible that you may feel discomfort by being asked personal questions. You 
may skip answering any of the questions. There may be unforeseen privacy 
risks, but we believe that the risks are very small. We follow stringent practices 
to maintain the security of all data that could identify you. You may not receive 
any personal benefits from being in this study. However, others may benefit 
from the knowledge gained from this study. Your participation is voluntary, and 
you may leave the study at any time. If you leave the study before it is finished, 
there will be no penalty to you. You will receive a *xDollarAmt* check once you 
have completed the survey and submitted your responses online.   

Bullet2 

Please choose a private place to complete your survey. Your answers to the 
questions will be kept confidential. Your answers will be used for research only 
and will be stored in secure data repositories for future research studies 
without your additional informed consent. Researchers accessing the data will 
need to describe how they will use the data and pledge data confidentiality. 
These researchers will never have access to any information that will 
personally identify you as a respondent. Only coded information that has been 
stripped of direct identifiers will be stored in the repositories. The link between 
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study codes and direct identifiers will be kept securely by the study and will 
never be made public. There is no limit on the length of time we will store your 
information.   

Bullet2 

A Department of Health and Human Services Certificate of Confidentiality 
covers this research in order to ensure your privacy. This means that we 
cannot be forced to disclose any research information that may identify you, 
even by a court subpoena, in any federal, state, or local civil, criminal, 
administrative, legislative, or other proceedings.   

Bullet2 

The Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent you or a member of your 
family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your involvement 
in this research. If an insurer, employer, or other person obtains your written 
consent to receive research information, then we will not use the Certificate to 
withhold that information. The Certificate cannot be used to resist a demand 
for information from the United States Government that is solely used for 
auditing or evaluation of federally funded projects. We may report to state or 
local officials evidence of harm or abuse to any vulnerable person, but we will 
not ask you any questions about such topics.   

Bullet2 

We would be more than happy to answer any questions you have about the 
study. Please call the University of Michigan Survey Research Center, toll free, 
at 1-877-556-1542 or email the American Family Health Study at afhs-
info@umich.edu. The AFHS website also has interesting information about 
the study - including about how the data will be used to inform American public 
health policies and programs - at http://afhs.isr.umich.edu.   

Bullet2 

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to 
obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study 
with someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the University of 
Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board, 
2800 Plymouth Road, Building 520, Room 1169 Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2800, 
(734) 936-0933 [or toll free, (866) 936-0933], irbhsbs@umich.edu. Please refer 
to protocol HUM00167171.   

Bullet2 

The Principal Investigator leading this study is Dr. Brady T. West of the 
University of Michigan. This study is supported by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver 
National Institute of Child Health & Human Development of the National 
Institutes of Health under Award Number R01HD095920. The content is solely 
the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official 
views of the National Institutes of Health.   

Bullet2 

By clicking yes below, you are agreeing to participate in the study. You may 
print this page for your records. You may also request a copy of this page by 
calling 1-877-556-1542 or emailing us at afhs-info@umich.edu. 
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(1) Yes, I agree with the terms above  
(5) No, I do not agree with the terms above  

 
Enumeration: TConsent [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
ConsentHeader3 
 

Statement of consent 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Consent3 
Consent 
 

Bullet2 

You are invited to take part in The American Family Health Study. This study is 
aimed at assessing the health of American individuals and families. The survey 
includes questions about health, family life, and other related topics. The 
information you provide will be used for scientific research designed to help 
improve health services and health education programs. Completing this 
survey will take around *xTimeAmt* minutes. Once this survey is complete we 
will send a *xDollarAmt* check in appreciation of your time. Your participation 
is voluntary.   

Bullet2 

The knowledge gained from this study is important for understanding how 
common experiences in life affect health. Your participation will give 
researchers a better understanding of the factors that influence health such as 
health care, marriage and divorce, having and raising children, and other life 
experiences. This information may be used to create policies and programs 
that help people in the future. Your participation is important because it will 
help the study accurately represent people like you.   

Bullet2 

For this survey, you will be asked questions online about your personal life. 
Answering these questions will take about *xTimeAmt* minutes. This survey 
will ask questions related to relationships, fertility, family dynamics, education, 
employment, doctor visits, health insurance, and related attitudes and 
behavior. Some questions ask about potentially private, personal matters such 
as your experiences with sexual health. You may choose not to answer any 
question for any reason. Participants will be asked to take *xSurveyAmt* . The 
data collected will inform policies and programs related to the health and well-
being of American individuals and families. We are grateful for your 
participation.   
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Bullet2 

We believe there are very few risks involved in participating in this study. It is 
possible that you may feel discomfort by being asked personal questions. You 
may skip answering any of the questions. There may be unforeseen privacy 
risks, but we believe that the risks are very small. We follow stringent practices 
to maintain the security of all data that could identify you. You may not receive 
any personal benefits from being in this study. However, others may benefit 
from the knowledge gained from this study. Your participation is voluntary, and 
you may leave the study at any time. If you leave the study before it is finished, 
there will be no penalty to you. You will receive a *xDollarAmt* check once you 
have completed the survey and submitted your responses online.   

Bullet2 

Please choose a private place to complete your survey. Your answers to the 
questions will be kept confidential. Your answers will be used for research only 
and will be stored in secure data repositories for future research studies 
without your additional informed consent. Researchers accessing the data will 
need to describe how they will use the data and pledge data confidentiality. 
These researchers will never have access to any information that will 
personally identify you as a respondent. Only coded information that has been 
stripped of direct identifiers will be stored in the repositories. The link between 
study codes and direct identifiers will be kept securely by the study and will 
never be made public. There is no limit on the length of time we will store your 
information.   

Bullet2 

A Department of Health and Human Services Certificate of Confidentiality 
covers this research in order to ensure your privacy. This means that we 
cannot be forced to disclose any research information that may identify you, 
even by a court subpoena, in any federal, state, or local civil, criminal, 
administrative, legislative, or other proceedings.   

Bullet2 

The Certificate of Confidentiality does not prevent you or a member of your 
family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your involvement 
in this research. If an insurer, employer, or other person obtains your written 
consent to receive research information, then we will not use the Certificate to 
withhold that information. The Certificate cannot be used to resist a demand 
for information from the United States Government that is solely used for 
auditing or evaluation of federally funded projects. We may report to state or 
local officials evidence of harm or abuse to any vulnerable person, but we will 
not ask you any questions about such topics.   

Bullet2 

We would be more than happy to answer any questions you have about the 
study. Please call the University of Michigan Survey Research Center, toll free, 
at 1-877-556-1542 or email the American Family Health Study at afhs-
info@umich.edu. The AFHS website also has interesting information about 
the study - including about how the data will be used to inform American public 
health policies and programs - at http://afhs.isr.umich.edu.   
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Bullet2 

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to 
obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study 
with someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the University of 
Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board, 
2800 Plymouth Road, Building 520, Room 1169 Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2800, 
(734) 936-0933 [or toll free, (866) 936-0933], irbhsbs@umich.edu. Please refer 
to protocol HUM00167171.   

Bullet2 

The Principal Investigator leading this study is Dr. Brady T. West of the 
University of Michigan. This study is supported by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver 
National Institute of Child Health & Human Development of the National 
Institutes of Health under Award Number R01HD095920. The content is solely 
the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official 
views of the National Institutes of Health.   

Bullet2 

By clicking yes below, you are agreeing to participate in the study. You may 
print this page for your records. You may also request a copy of this page by 
calling 1-877-556-1542 or emailing us at afhs-info@umich.edu. 

 
(1) Yes, I agree with the terms above  
(5) No, I do not agree with the terms above  

 
Enumeration: TConsent [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
InstructHeader 
 

Here are a few short instructions to help you complete 
the survey ... 
 
 
 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Instruction 
Instructions 
  

Your answers will be saved, which means that you can take a break 
and complete the survey at a convenient time. To exit the survey use ExitX_2 
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the "X" at the top right hand corner of the screen. Remember, you will 
need your login details to access the survey again. 

    
The survey is available in English and Spanish. You can change the 
language at any point using the options at the top right hand corner of 
the screen. 

 

LangSwitch_2 
 

    
You will notice this icon is present on some questions. This means 
additional guidance is available that may help you answer the 
question. Either move your pointer over the icon or tap it on a mobile 
device to see the additional guidance. 

 

helpIcon_2 
 

    

We recommend that you use the next and back arrows to navigate 
through the survey.  

 

next_Small_2 
 

    
You may skip any question that you would prefer not to answer. Your 
answers are confidential, and we will take every step to protect your 
privacy. 

 

Lock2_2 
 

 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: Instruction [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
InstructHeader2 
 

Here are a few short instructions to help you complete 
the survey ... 
 
 
 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Instruction2 
Instructions 
  

Your answers will be saved, which means that you can take a break 
and complete the survey at a convenient time. To exit the survey use 
the "X" at the top right hand corner of the screen. Remember, you will 
need your login details to access the survey again. 

ExitX_2 
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LangSwitch_2 

The survey is available in English and Spanish. You can change the 
language at any point using the options at the top right hand corner of 
the screen. 

 

    
You will notice this icon is present on some questions. This means 
additional guidance is available that may help you answer the 
question. Either move your pointer over the icon or tap it on a mobile 
device to see the additional guidance. 

 

helpIcon_2 
 

    

We recommend that you use the next and back arrows to navigate 
through the survey.  

 

next_Small_2 
 

    
You may skip any question that you would prefer not to answer. Your 
answers are confidential, and we will take every step to protect your 
privacy. 

 

Lock2_2 
 

 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: Instruction2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
InstructHeader3 
 

Here are a few short instructions to help you complete 
the survey ... 
 
 
 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
Instruction3 
Instructions 
  

Your answers will be saved, which means that you can take a break 
and complete the survey at a convenient time. To exit the survey use 
the "X" at the top right hand corner of the screen. Remember, you will 
need your login details to access the survey again. 

ExitX_2 
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LangSwitch_2 

The survey is available in English and Spanish. You can change the 
language at any point using the options at the top right hand corner of 
the screen. 

 

    
You will notice this icon is present on some questions. This means 
additional guidance is available that may help you answer the 
question. Either move your pointer over the icon or tap it on a mobile 
device to see the additional guidance. 

 

helpIcon_2 
 

    

We recommend that you use the next and back arrows to navigate 
through the survey.  

 

next_Small_2 
 

    
You may skip any question that you would prefer not to answer. Your 
answers are confidential, and we will take every step to protect your 
privacy. 

 

Lock2_2 
 

 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: Instruction3 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
DummyPage1 
 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: DummyPage1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
End1 
Full instrument end 
 
 

Check 
Many thanks for taking the time to complete the survey! 

  

Check 

Here is a link to a list of resources that cover a variety of concerns that people 
sometimes experience in their lives.  Please refer to this list if you feel they 
may be of use. http://afhs.isr.umich.edu 

  

Check 
We will send you a check for *xDollarAmt* as a token of appreciation for your 
time. 
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Check 
Please click "Exit" to save your answers. 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: End1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespEmail1 
Respondent Email Address 
 
Thank you for completing this part of the survey. Please enter the best email at which 
you can be reached below. We will only send emails related to this survey. 
 

 
String: String[40], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespPhone1 
Respondent Phone number 
 
Next, what is your telephone number?  
We will only call you about this survey, and your number will not be shared with anyone 
else. 
 

 
String: String[10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
PhoneType1 
Respondent phone type 
 
This is a... 
 
(1) mobile telephone number  
(2) home telephone number  

 
Enumeration: PhoneType1 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
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TextPermis1 
Permission to text 
 
Do you give us permission to send you text messages related to the survey?  
We will not use this number for any other purposes. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TextPermis1 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
DummyPage2 
 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: DummyPage2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
End2 
Module 1 instrument end 
 
 

Check 
Many thanks for taking the time to complete this part of the survey! 

  

Check 

Here is a link to a list of resources that cover a variety of concerns that people 
sometimes experience in their lives.  Please refer to this list if you feel they 
may be of use. http://afhs.isr.umich.edu 

  

Check 
We will send you a check for *xDollarAmt* as a token of appreciation for your 
time. 

  

Check 
In the next two weeks you will receive an invitation to complete the next part of 
the study. 

  

Check 
Please click "Exit" to save your answers. 
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(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: End2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespEmail2 
Respondent Email Address 
 
Thank you for completing this part of the survey. Please enter the best email at which 
you can be reached below. We will only send emails related to this survey. 
 

 
String: String[40], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespPhone2 
Respondent Phone number 
 
Next, what is your telephone number?  
We will only call you about this survey, and your number will not be shared with anyone 
else. 
 

 
String: String[10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
PhoneType2 
Respondent phone type 
 
This is a... 
 
(1) mobile telephone number  
(2) home telephone number  

 
Enumeration: PhoneType2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
TextPermis2 
Permission to text 
 
Do you give us permission to send you text messages related to the survey?  
We will not use this number for any other purposes. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TextPermis2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespEmailFull 
Respondent Email Address 
 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please enter the best email at which you 
can be reached below. We will only send emails related to this survey. 
 

 
String: String[40], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
RespPhoneFull 
Respondent Phone number 
 
Next, what is your telephone number?  
We will only call you about this survey, and your number will not be shared with anyone 
else. 
 

 
String: String[10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
PhoneTypeFull 
Respondent phone type 
 
This is a... 
 
(1) mobile telephone number  
(2) home telephone number  

 
Enumeration: PhoneTypeFull [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
TextPermisFull 
Permission to text 
 
Do you give us permission to send you text messages related to the survey?  
We will not use this number for any other purposes. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TextPermisFull [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemA.RHISP 
Hispanic Origin 
 
Next, we have some questions about your ethnic background and your race. Are you 
Hispanic or Latina, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.RRACE 
Race 
 
What is your race? Please select all that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BFemA.RRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.RACEBEST 
Race- best descr. 
 
Which of these groups, that is *SetElement(RRACE,1)* *xComma1* 
*SetElement(RRACE,2)* *xComma2* *SetElement(RRACE,3)* *xComma3* 
*SetElement(RRACE,4)* *xComma4* *SetElement(RRACE,5)* , would you say best 
describes your racial background? 
 
(1) Race1  
(2) Race2  
(3) Race3  
(4) Race4  
(5) Race5  

 
Enumeration: TRaceSub [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.PRIMLANG 



Primary Language 
 
What languages do you usually speak at home? Please select all languages that apply. 
 
(1) English  
(2) Spanish  
(7) Other  

 
Set: BFemA.PRIMLANG [3/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.TableIntro 
Table Intro 
 
In the following questions we’ve included information on your household that was 
gathered from the initial household questionnaire.  
 
First, please verify that each individual is a usual resident in your household by clicking 
the CONFIRM box. If an individual is no longer a usual resident in your household, click 
the REMOVE box.  
 
Then please select the relationship option that best describes the relationship of each 
individual to you. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemA.TableIntro [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MARSTAT1 
Marital status 
 
Now we would like to ask about marital status and living together. Considering the 
options below, what is your current marital or cohabiting status? 
 
(1) Married to a person of the opposite sex  
(2) Not married but living together with a partner of the opposite sex  
(3) Widowed  
(4) Divorced or annulled  
(5) Separated, because you and your spouse are not getting along  
(6) Married to a person of the same sex  
(7) Not married but living together with a partner of the same sex  
(8) Never been married  

 
Enumeration: TMaritalDetailed [1/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemA.SAMESEXINFO 
Same sex info 
 
You have entered a marital status of *MARSTAT1* . The primary focus of this study is 
family formation and reproduction. For this reason, you may see some questions that 
are not entirely appropriate for your marital status. Please try to answer them to best of 
your ability, or skip the question. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemA.SAMESEXINFO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.FMARSTAT 
Marital status 
 
What is your formal marital status? 
 
(5) Widowed  
(6) Divorced or annulled  
(7) Separated, because you and your spouse are not getting along  
(8) Never been married  

 
Enumeration: TMaritalDetailed2 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.GOSCHOL 
Regular school 
 
We’d like to ask about your education in regular school. By regular school we mean 
elementary, junior high or middle school, high school, college, or graduate school.  
 
Are you now going to, or on vacation from, regular school? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.VACA 
Vacation from regular school 
 
Are you currently on vacation from regular school? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HIGRADE 
Grade of regular school 
 
*xHiGradeFill*  
 
(0) No formal schooling  
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1 year of college or less  
(14) 2 years of college  
(15) 3 years of college  
(16) 4 years of college/grad school  
(17) 5 years of college/grad school  
(18) 6 years of college/grad school  
(19) 7 or more years of college and/or grad school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation2 [1/20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.COMPGRD 
Complete grade of regular school 
 
*xCompletedGradeFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.DIPGED 



Diploma 
 
Do you have a high school diploma, a GED certificate, or both? 
 
(1) High school diploma only  
(2) GED only  
(3) Both  
(5) Neither  

 
Enumeration: TDiploma [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HAVEDEG 
Degrees 
 
Do you have any college or university degrees? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.DEGREES 
Highest degree 
 
What is the highest college or university degree you have? 
 
(1) Associate’s degree  
(2) Bachelor’s degree  
(3) Master’s degree  
(4) Doctorate degree  
(5) Professional School degree  

 
Enumeration: TDegree [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.ONOWN 
Lived away 
 
Before you turned 18, did you ever live away from your parents or guardians?  
 
Please include times you were away at college or in the Armed Forces. But, do not 
include times you were away at boarding school for elementary, middle, or high school, 
or living in an institution or jail or group home. Also, please do not include temporary 
supervised arrangements such as summer camp. 



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.INTACT 
Always live with parents 
 
*xLivedWithParentsFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.PARMARR 
Biological parents married 
 
Were your biological parents married to each other at the time you were born? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.LVSIT14F 
Female Parent figure 
 
Now, think about when you were 14 years old. What female and male parents or parent-
figures were you living with at age 14? Let’s start with the female parent or parent-
figure. 
 
(1) No female parent or parent-figure present  
(2) Biological mother  
(3) Stepmother  
(4) Adoptive mother  
(5) Father's girlfriend  
(6) Foster mother  
(7) Grandmother  
(8) Aunt  
(9) Other female  

 



Enumeration: TFParent [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemA.LVSIT14M 
Male Parent figure 
 
Now tell us who was the male parent or parent-figure you were living with when you 
were 14 years old. 
 
(1) No male parent or parent-figure present  
(2) Biological father  
(3) Stepfather  
(4) Adoptive father  
(5) Mother's boyfriend  
(6) Foster father  
(7) Grandfather  
(8) Uncle  
(9) Other male  

 
Enumeration: TMParent [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.WOMRASDU 
Woman who raised you 
 
Who, if anyone, do you think of as the woman who mostly raised you when you were 
growing up? 
 
(1) Biological mother  
(2) Adoptive mother  
(3) Step-mother  
(4) Father's girlfriend  
(5) Foster mother  
(6) Grandmother  
(7) Other female relative  
(8) Female nonrelative  
(9) No such person  
(10) Other  

 
Enumeration: TWoman [1/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MOMDEGRE 
Moms highest education 
 
*xMomDegreeFill*  



 
(1) Less than high school  
(2) High school graduate or GED  
(3) Some college but no degree  
(4) 2-year college degree (e.g., Associate’s degree)  
(5) 4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS)  
(7) Graduate or professional school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MOMWORKD 
Moms work 
 
During most of the time you were growing up, that is when you were between the ages 
of 5 and 15, did your mother/mother figure usually work full time, part time or did she not 
work for pay at all? 
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Equal amounts full time and part time  
(4) Not at all (for pay)  

 
Enumeration: TWork [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MOMFSTCH 
Moms work 
 
How old was your mother when she had her first child who was born alive?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 60, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MANRASDU 
Man who raised you 
 
Who, if anyone, do you think of as the man who mostly raised you when you were 
growing up? 
 
(1) Biological father  
(2) Adoptive father  
(3) Step-father  



(4) Mother's boyfriend  
(5) Foster father  
(6) Grandfather  
(7) Other male relative  
(8) Male nonrelative  
(9) No such person  
(10) Other  

 
Enumeration: TMan [1/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].Verify 
Confirm 
 
Confirm 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].Remove 
Remove 
 
Remove 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].HHLName 
Name 
 
Name 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].HHLSex 
Sex 
 
Sex 
 



(1) Male  
(5) Female  
(7) Other  

 
Enumeration: TSex [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].HHLAge 
Age 
 
Age 
 

 
Integer: -99 - 999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHL[1].HHLRelar2 
Relationship 
 
Relationship to you 
 
(0) Self  
(1) Spouse  
(2) Partner  
(3) BioChild  
(4) StepChild  
(5) AdoptedChild  
(6) LegalWard  
(7) FosterChild  
(8) PartnerChild  
(9) Grandchild  
(10) NeiceNephew  
(11) BioParent  
(12) StepParent  
(13) AdoptiveParent  
(14) LegalGuardian  
(15) FosterParent  
(16) ParentsPartner  
(17) Grandparent  
(18) AuntUncle  
(19) Sibling  
(20) OtherRel  
(21) Roomate  
(22) Tenant  
(23) OtherNonRel  
(24) Spouse2  



(25) Partner2  
(26) BioChild2  
(27) StepChild2  
(28) AdoptedChild2  
(29) LegalWard2  
(30) FosterChild2  
(31) PartnerChild2  
(32) Grandchild2  
(33) NeiceNephew2  
(34) BioParent2  
(35) StepParent2  
(36) AdoptiveParent2  
(37) LegalGuardian2  
(38) FosterParent2  
(39) ParentsPartner2  
(40) Grandparent2  
(41) AuntUncle2  
(42) Sibling2  
(43) OtherRel2  
(44) Roomate2  
(45) Tenant2  
(46) OtherNonRel2  

 
Enumeration: TRelar2 [1/47], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.SummaryIntro 
Summary Intro 
 
Please review the information you have entered for the household members. If you 
need to make any changes, please go back and update at this time. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.HHLSummary 
Summary 
 
Name  Sex  Age  Relation  Status 
         

*HHL[1].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[1].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[1].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[1].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[1].HHLStat
us*  



*HHL[2].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[2].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[2].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[2].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[2].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[3].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[3].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[3].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[3].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[3].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[4].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[4].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[4].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[4].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[4].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[5].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[5].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[5].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[5].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[5].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[6].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[6].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[6].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[6].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[6].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[7].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[7].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[7].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[7].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[7].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[8].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[8].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[8].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[8].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[8].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[9].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[9].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[9].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[9].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[9].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[10].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[10].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[10].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[10].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[10].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[11].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[11].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[11].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[11].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[11].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[12].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[12].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[12].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[12].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[12].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[13].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[13].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[13].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[13].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[13].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[14].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[14].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[14].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[14].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[14].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[15].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[15].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[15].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[15].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[15].HHLSt
atus*  

 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.RelManArray[1].Relman 
Relationship of husband/partner with HH children 
 
Looking at the options below, what is *gp0* 's relationship to *gp1[HHM_Number]* ? 
 
(1) Biological father  
(2) Stepfather  



(3) Adoptive father  
(4) Uncle, grandfather, or some other relation  
(5) Foster father or legal guardian  
(6) Not related (legally or by blood)  

 
Enumeration: TRelman [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.EARNHS_M 
Diploma Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.EARNHS_Y 
Diploma Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MYSCHOL_M 
Last attended Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.MYSCHOL_Y 
Last attended Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemA.EARNBA_M 
Degree Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemA.EARNBA_Y 
Degree Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.MENARCHE 
Age of first menstrual period 
 
The next set of questions is about your experience with childbearing and pregnancy. 
How old were you when you had your first menstrual period?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 96, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PREGNOWQ 
Currently pregnant 
 
Are you pregnant now? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.NUMPREGS 
Number of pregnancies 
 
Next we will be asking you about any pregnancies you have had -- whether they 
resulted in babies born alive, stillbirth, abortion, miscarriage, or ectopic or tubal 
pregnancy.  
 
*xNumPregFill* in your life?  
 
Enter number of pregnancies 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemB.HOWPREG_N 
Weeks pregnant currently 
 
How many weeks pregnant are you now? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.NOWPRGDK 
Trimester of current pregnancy 
 
Are you in your first trimester, in your second trimester, or in your third trimester? 
 
(1) First trimester  
(2) Second trimester  
(3) Third trimester  

 
Enumeration: TTrimester [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].PREGEND 
How pregnancy ended 
 
*gp2*  
 
In which of the following ways did the pregnancy end?  
Please select all options that apply. 
 
(1) Miscarriage  
(2) Stillbirth  
(3) Abortion  
(4) Ectopic or tubal pregnancy  
(5) Live birth by Cesarean section  
(6) Live birth by vaginal delivery  

 
Set: BFemB.BPregnancies.PREGEND [6/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].HOWENDDK 
How pregnancy ended - less detailed 
 
We understand that you may not want to answer this question in detail.  
 



If you are willing to say, did this *gp3* pregnancy result in a baby or babies born alive, 
or did it end in some other way? 
 
(1) Live birth  
(2) Some other way  

 
Enumeration: TBabyBorn [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].NBRNALIV 
Number of babies born alive 
 
*gp4*  
 
Enter number of babies 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 6, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].MULTBRTH 
Number of babies born alive - confirm 
 
*gp5*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].AGEATEND 
Age when pregnancy ended 
 
How old were you when this pregnancy ended?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].HPAGEEND 
Age of father when pregnancy ended 
 



How old was the father when this pregnancy ended?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].DK1GEST 
Gestation months 
 
Was it less than 6 months, or 6 months or more? 
 
(1) Less than 6 months  
(2) 6 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T6Months [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].DK2GEST 
Preterm delivery 
 
A preterm delivery is one that occurs at 36 weeks or earlier in pregnancy. As far as you 
know, did you have a preterm delivery? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].DK3GEST 
Gestation months - 3,6,plus 
 
Was it less than 3 months, 3 months or more but less than 6 months, or 6 months or 
more? 
 
(1) Less than 3 months  
(2) 3 months or more, but less than 6 months  
(3) 6 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T36Months [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BABYNAMEIntro 
Baby Name intro 



 
*gp6*  
 
Enter Name or initials 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemB.BPregnancies.BABYNAMEIntro [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BINTRO_4 
Baby Details Intro 
 
In order to save time, we will only ask you specific questions about the first three babies 
from this pregnancy. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].HPAGELB 
Fathers Age 
 
How old was the father when *xBabyName*  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BIRTHPLC 
Birth Place 
 
Where did you give birth? 
 
(1) In a hospital  
(2) In a birthing center  
(3) In your home  
(4) Some other place  

 
Enumeration: TBirthPlace [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].CSECPRIM 



First Cesarean 
 
Was this your first cesarean delivery, or had you had one before this? 
 
(1) Yes, first cesarean  
(5) No, not first cesarean  

 
Enumeration: TFirstCSec [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].CSECMED 
Cesarean reason 
 
Which of these medical reasons below, if any, were there for this cesarean delivery? 
 
(1) Labor was taking too long  
(2) Maternity care provider concerned that baby was too big  
(3) Baby was in the wrong position (e.g, breech)  
(4) Maternity care provider concerned about your health  
(5) Maternity care provider concerned about your baby’s health  
(6) Some other medical reason  
(7) There was no medical reason  

 
Enumeration: TCSecReason [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].CSECMED_SP 
Cesarean reason - specify 
 
What was the main reason for your cesarean delivery? 
 

 
String: String[250], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].CSECPLAN 
Planned Cesarean 
 
Was this cesarean the result of your own idea to have a planned cesarean before labor 
began? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].KNEWPREG 
Weeks Pregnant 
 
How many weeks pregnant were you when you learned that you were pregnant this 
*gp3* time? Weeks of pregnancy should be counted as completed weeks since the last 
normal menstrual period.  
 
Enter number of weeks 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].TRIMESTR 
Weeks Pregnant - est. 
 
Was it less than 3 months, at least 3 months but less than 6 months, or 6 or more 
months? 
 
(1) Less than 3 months  
(2) 3 months or more, but less than 6 months  
(3) 6 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T36Months [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LTRIMEST 
Months Pregnant - est. 
 
Was it less than 3 months or 3 months or more? 
 
(1) Less than 3 months  
(2) 3 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T3Months [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].PRIORSMK 
Smoking before pregnancy - Number 
 
In the 6 months before you found out you were pregnant this *gp3* time, how many 
cigarettes did you smoke a day, on average? 
 
(0) None  
(1) About one cigarette a day or less  



(2) Just a few cigarettes a day (2-4)  
(3) About half a pack a day (5-14)  
(4) About a pack a day (15-24)  
(5) About 1 1/2 packs a day (25-34)  
(6) About 2 packs a day (35-44)  
(7) More than 2 packs a day (45 or more)  

 
Enumeration: TSmoking [1/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].POSTSMKS 
Smoking during pregnancy 
 
After you found out you were pregnant this *gp3* time, did you smoke cigarettes at all 
during the pregnancy? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].NPOSTSMK 
Smoking during pregnancy - Number 
 
On average, how many cigarettes did you smoke per day after you found out that you 
were pregnant this *gp3* time? 
 
(1) About one cigarette a day or less  
(2) Just a few cigarettes a day (2-4)  
(3) About half a pack a day (5-14)  
(4) About a pack a day (15-24)  
(5) About 1 1/2 packs a day (25-34)  
(6) About 2 packs a day (35-44)  
(7) More than 2 packs a day (45 or more)  

 
Enumeration: TSmoking2 [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].GETPRENA 
Prenatal care received 
 
During this *gp3* pregnancy, did you ever visit a doctor or other medical care provider 
for prenatal care, that is, for one or more pregnancy check-ups? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BGNPRENA 
Weeks pregnant - first care visit 
 
How many weeks pregnant were you at the time of your first prenatal care visit? Weeks 
of pregnancy should be counted as completed weeks since the last normal menstrual 
period. 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].PNCTRIM 
Est. Weeks pregnant - first care visit 
 
Was it less than 3 months, at least 3 months but less than 6 months, or 6 or more 
months? 
 
(1) Less than 3 months  
(2) 3 months or more, but less than 6 months  
(3) 6 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T36Months [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LPNCTRI 
Est. Months pregnant - first care visit 
 
Was it less than 3 months or 3 months or more? 
 
(1) Less than 3 months  
(2) 3 months or more  

 
Enumeration: T3Months [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].DATPRGEN_M 
Month pregnancy ended 
 
 

 



Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].DATPRGEN_Y 
Year pregnancy ended 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].GESTASUN_M 
Months pregnant 
 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 11, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].GESTASUN_W 
Weeks pregnant 
 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyNames[1].BABYNAME1 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty,Adopted,Died 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyDetsBlock[1].BABYNAM
EDisplay 
Baby Name 
 
Baby Name 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyDetsBlock[1].BABYSEX 
Baby Sex 



 
*xBabySexFill*  
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyDetsBlock[1].LOBTHWG
T 
Weight more/less 5.5 lbs 
 
Did *gp0* weigh 5 1/2 pounds or more, or less than 5 1/2 pounds? 
 
(1) 5 1/2 pounds or more  
(2) Less than 5 1/2 pounds  

 
Enumeration: TFiveHalfLbs [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyDetsBlock[1].BIRTHWG
T_LB 
Baby weight - lbs 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BabyDetsBlock[1].BIRTHWG
T_OZ 
Baby weight -ozs 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BABYDOB_M 
Baby DOB - Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BABYDOB_Y 
Baby DOB - Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].LIVEHE
RE 
Live with you 
 
Does *gp0[Baby_Number]* still live with you? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].ALIVEN
OW 
Baby still living 
 
Is *gp1* still living? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].WHERE
NOW 
Baby lives with 
 
Where does *gp0[Baby_Number]* now live? 
 
(1) With biological father  
(2) With other relatives  
(3) With adoptive family  
(4) Away at school/college  



(5) Living on own  
(6) Other  

 
Enumeration: TLivesWith [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].PARENE
ND 
Legal mother of baby 
 
Are you still the legal mother of *gp0[Baby_Number]* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].WHENDI
ED_M 
Baby Died - Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].WHENDI
ED_Y 
Baby Died - Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].WHENL
EFT_M 
Baby moved out - Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].LivingStatusBlock[1].WHENL
EFT_Y 
Baby moved out - Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BrstFeedStatusBlock[1].ANY
NURSE 
Breastfeeding 
 
*gp0*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BrstFeedStatusBlock[1].FEDS
OLID 
Other food 
 
Besides breastmilk, babies are sometimes given formula, baby food, or other liquid or 
solid foods. *gp1*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BrstFeedStatusBlock[1].FRST
EATD_N 
Baby age (months) when given other food 
 
How old was *gp2* in months when you first fed *gp3* something other than breast 
milk? This could include formula, baby food, or other liquid or solid food besides breast 
milk. 
 

 



Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BrstFeedStatusBlock[1].QUIT
NURS 
Stopped breastfeeding 
 
Have you stopped breast-feeding *gp3* altogether? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemB.PregDetBlock[1].BrstFeedStatusBlock[1].AGE
QTNUR_N 
Baby age (months) when stopped breastfeeding 
 
How old was *gp2* in months when you stopped breast-feeding *gp3* altogether? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 996, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.TIMESMAR 
Number of times married 
 
The next questions are about your marriages and other relationships.  
*xTimesMarFill*  
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HUSBNAMEX 
First Husbands Name 
 
*xHusbNameFill*  
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HSBVERIF 



Current Husbands Name confirm 
 
And you told us that your current husband is *CHPNAME* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CHVERIFY 
Current Husbands Name 
 
*xCHVerifyFill*  
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.BIOCP 
Biological children with cohab partner 
 
Do you and *CHPNAME* have any biological children together? By that, we mean you 
are the biological mother and he is the biological father. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.BIONUMCP 
Number of bio children with cohab partner 
 
How many biological children have you and he had together? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 25, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.LIVEOTH 
Lived with any other man 
 
Some couples live together without being married. By living together, we mean having a 
sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address.  



 
*xLivOthFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HMOTHMEN 
How many lived with 
 
*xHMOthFill*  
 
Enter number 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.COHCHANCE 
Chances of cohab again 
 
*xCohabChanceFill*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.MARRCHANCE 
Chances of marry again 
 
*xMarrChanceFill*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.PMARCOH 



Cohab with future husband 
 
Do you think that you will live together with your future husband before getting married? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.EVERSEX 
Ever had intercourse 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever had sexual intercourse with a man, that is, made 
love, had sex, or gone all the way? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.YNOSEX 
Why never had intercourse 
 
As you know, some people have had sexual intercourse by your age and others have 
not. Please look at the choices below which list some reasons that people give for not 
having sexual intercourse.  
 
What would you say is the most important reason why you have not had sexual 
intercourse up to now?  
 
(1) Against religion or morals  
(2) Don't want to get pregnant  
(3) Don't want to get a sexually transmitted disease  
(4) Haven't found the right person yet  
(5) In a relationship, but waiting for the right time  
(6) Other  

 
Enumeration: TNoSexReasons [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.AGEFSTSX 
Age when first had sex 



 
That very first time that you had sexual intercourse with a man, how old were you? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.SEX18 
Over 18 when first had sex 
 
Were you less than 18 years old or were you 18 years or older? 
 
(1) Less than 18 years  
(2) 18 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TEighteen [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.SEX15 
Over 15 when first had sex 
 
Were you less than 15 years old or were you 15 years or older? 
 
(1) Less than 15 years  
(2) 15 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TFifteen [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.SEX20 
Over 20 when first had sex 
 
Were you less than 20 years old or were you 20 years or older? 
 
(1) Less than 20 years  
(2) 20 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TTwenty [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.GRFSTSX 
Grade when first had sex 
 
What grade or year of school were you in that first time you had intercourse with a 
male? 
 



(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school  

 
Enumeration: TGrade [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.SXMTONCE 
Had sex more than once 
 
Have you had sexual intercourse more than once? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.KNOWFP 
Relationship with first sexual partner 
 
Please look at the choices below. At the time you first had sexual intercourse, how 
would you describe your relationship with that man? 
 
(1) Married to him  
(2) Engaged to him  
(3) Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged  
(4) Going with him or going steady  
(5) Going out with him once in a while  
(6) Just friends  
(7) Had just met him  
(8) Something else  



 
Enumeration: TRelationship [1/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.LIFEPRT 
Lifetime number of sexual partners 
 
Counting all your male sexual partners, even those you had intercourse with only once, 
how many men have you had sexual intercourse with in your life? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.PTSB4MAR 
Sexual partners before marriage 
 
*xPreMarPartners*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.MON12PRT 
Relationship with first sexual partner 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how many men, if any, have you had 
sexual intercourse with? Please count every male sexual partner, even those you had 
sex with only once. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPNAME 
Cohab partner name 
 
Earlier, you responded that you are living with a male partner. By living together, we 
mean having a sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. Please tell us 
his first name or initials, so that we can refer to him in the survey.  
 
Enter Name or initials 
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.C_INTRO3 
Cohab Intro 
 
Earlier, you responded that you and *gp3* are living together. By living together, we 
mean having a sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. The next 
questions are about your relationship with him. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPHERAGE 
Age when started cohab 
 
How old were you when you began living with *gp3* ? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPHISAGE 
Partners age when started cohab 
 
How old was *gp3* when you began living together? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPENGAG1 
Plans to marry Cohab partner 
 
At the time you began living together, were you and he engaged to be married or did 
you have definite plans to get married? 
 
(1) Yes, engaged to be married  
(3) Not engaged but had definite plans to get married  
(5) No, neither engaged nor had definite plans  

 
Enumeration: TMarrPlans [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.WILLMARR 
Plans to marry Cohab partner 



 
Do you think that you and *gp3* will marry each other? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPHISP 
Cohab partner hisp origin 
 
Is *gp3* Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPRACE 
Cohab partner race 
 
Which of the groups below describes *gp3* 's racial background? Please select one or 
more groups. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BFemC.CohabDets.CPRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPEDUC 
Cohab partner education 
 
What is the highest level of education *gp3* has completed? 
 
(1) Less than high school  
(2) High school graduate or GED  
(3) Some college but no degree  
(4) 2-year college degree (e.g., Associate’s degree)  



(5) 4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS)  
(7) Graduate or professional school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPMARBEF 
Cohab partner married before 
 
Has *gp3* ever been married? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPKIDS 
Cohab partner previous children 
 
When you and *gp3* first began living together, did he have any children, either 
biological or adopted, from any previous relationships? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.CPNUMKDS 
Cohab partner - Num of previous children 
 
How many children did he have?  
Enter number 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.WNSTRTCP_M 
Month cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.WNSTRTCP_Y 
Year cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.WNCPBRN_M 
Month cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.CohabDetsBlock.WNCPBRN_Y 
Year cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.HERAGECX 
You age when first cohab 
 
How old were you when you began living with your first former cohabiting partner? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.HISAGECX 
His age when first cohab 
 
How old was he when you began living together?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.ENGAG1CX 



First cohab marriage plans 
 
At the time you began living together, were you and he engaged to be married or did 
you have definite plans to get married? 
 
(1) Yes, engaged to be married  
(3) Not engaged but had definite plans to get married  
(5) No, neither engaged nor had definite plans  

 
Enumeration: TMarrPlans [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.HISPCX 
First cohab hisp origin 
 
Was your first former cohabiting partner Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.RACECX 
First cohab race 
 
Which of the groups below describes your first former cohabiting partner’s racial 
background? Please select one or more groups. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BFemC.OtherCohab.RACECX [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.MAREVCX 
First cohab partner married previously 
 
When you began living together, had your first former cohabiting partner ever been 
married? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.CXKIDS 
First cohab partner have children 
 
When you and he began living together, did he have any children, either biological or 
adopted, from any previous relationships? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.BIOFCPX 
Any bio children with cohab partner 
 
Did you and your first former cohabiting partner have any biological children together? 
By that, we mean you are the biological mother and he is the biological father. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.BIONUMCX 
Number of bio children with cohab partner 
 
How many biological children did you and he have together? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 25, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.STRTOTHX_M 
Month cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.STRTOTHX_Y 



Year cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.STPTOGCX_M 
Month end cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.OtherCohabBlock.STPTOGCX_Y 
Year end cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].AGEMARHX 
Your age when married 
 
*xAgeMarFill*  
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].HXAGEMAR 
Husbands age when married 
 
How old was *xHusbFill* when you got married? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].LVTOGHX 
Live together before marriage 
 



Some couples live together without being married. By living together, we mean having a 
sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. Did you and *xHusbFill* live 
together before you got married? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].ENGAGHX 
Plans to get married 
 
At the time you began living together, were you and *xHusbFill* engaged to be married 
or did you have definite plans to get married? 
 
(1) Yes, engaged to be married  
(3) Not engaged but had definite plans to get married  
(5) No, neither engaged nor had definite plans  

 
Enumeration: TMarrPlans [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].HISPHX 
Husband Hisp origin 
 
*xTenseFill* *xHusbFill* Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].RACEHX 
Husband Race 
 
Which of the groups below describes *xHusbFill* 's racial background?  
Please select one or more groups. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 



Set: BFemC.HusbDets.RACEHX [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].CHEDMARN 
Husband education 
 
*xHusbEduFill*  
 
(1) Less than high school  
(2) High school graduate or GED  
(3) Some college but no degree  
(4) 2-year college degree (e.g., Associate’s degree)  
(5) 4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS)  
(7) Graduate or professional school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].MARBEFHX 
Husband married before 
 
At the time you and he were married, had *xHusbFill* been married before? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].KIDSHX 
Husband other children 
 
When you and *xHusbFill* got married, did *xHusbFill* have any children, either 
biological or adopted, from any previous relationships? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].NUMKDSHX 
Number of other children 
 
How many children did *xHusbFill* have? 
 



 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].BIOHUSBX 
Children with husband 
 
*xTenseFill2* you and *xHusbFill* have any biological children together? By that, we 
mean you are the biological mother and *xHusbFill* is the biological father. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].BIONUMHX 
Number of children with husband 
 
*gp0*  
 

 
Integer: 1 - 25, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].MARENDHX 
Marriage end 
 
How did your *xMarrFill* marriage end? The death of *xHusbFill* , divorce, or 
annulment? 
 
(1) Death of husband  
(2) Divorce  
(3) Annulment  

 
Enumeration: TMarrEnd [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].WHMARHX_M 
Month married 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.HusbDetsBlock[1].WHMARHX_Y 



Year married 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.WNFSTSEX_M 
Month first had sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemC.WNFSTSEX_Y 
Year first had sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.INTRO_D1 
Sec D Intro 
 
*gp0* *xIntroFill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemD.INTRO_D1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.EVERTUBS 
Tubal sterilization 
 
Have you ever had both of your tubes tied, cut, or removed? This procedure is often 
called a tubal ligation or tubal sterilization. 
 
(1) Yes  
(2) Yes, but operation failed  
(3) Yes, had Essure® procedure  
(4) No  
(5) Operation already reversed  

 
Enumeration: TTubal [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemD.EVERHYST 
Hysterectomy 
 
Have you ever had a hysterectomy, that is, surgery to remove your uterus? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.EVEROVRS 
Ovaries removed 
 
Have you ever had both of your ovaries removed? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.EVEROTHR 
Operation to prevent possibility of having baby 
 
Have you ever had any other operation that makes it impossible for you to have 
*xEverOthFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.ANYOPSMN 
Vasectomy 
 
Has *gp1* ever had a vasectomy or any other operation that would make it impossible 
for him to father a baby in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemD.REVSTUBL 
Surgery to reverse tubal 
 
*xReverseFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.POSIBLPG 
Physically able to have a baby 
 
*xPossPregFill*  
Some women are not physically able to have children. *xPossPregFill2*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.POSIBLMN 
Partner/Spouse physically able to have a baby 
 
What about *gp1* ? As far as you know, is it physically possible for him to father a baby 
in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.CANHAVER 
Fem difficulty getting pregnant 
 
Some women are physically able to have *xMomDiffFill2* baby, but have difficulty 
getting pregnant or carrying the baby to term.  
*xMomDiffFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.CANHAVEM 
Male difficulty getting pregnant 
 
As far as you know, does *gp1* have any difficulty fathering a baby? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.PREGNONO 
Dr advised never get pregnant 
 
At any time has a medical doctor ever advised you never *xDrAdviseFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.OpBlock[1].DATFEMOP_M 
Month operation 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemD.OpBlock[1].DATFEMOP_Y 
Year operation 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.METHODS 
Methods of birth control used 
 



Below you will find a list of methods that some people use to prevent pregnancy or to 
prevent sexually transmitted disease. Check the box for every method that you have 
ever used. Please check the box for a given method if you have ever used it for any 
reason.  
 
We'll ask about additional methods in the next question. 
 
(1) BCP  
(2) Condom  
(3) Vasectomy  
(6) Depo  
(5) Withdrawl  
(8) Calendar  
(9) CycleBeads  
(10) Temperature  
(20) Patch  
(21) Ring  
(19) Emergency  

 
Set: BFemE.METHODS [11/11], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.ECTIMESX 
Times used emergency contraception 
 
How many different times have you used emergency contraception?  
 
Enter number 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.ECRX 
Rx for emergency contraception 
 
*xECRXFill*  
 
(1) With a prescription  
(2) Without a prescription  

 
Enumeration: TRx [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.METHDISS 
Stop using method 



 
Some people try a method and then don’t use it again, or stop using it, because they 
are not satisfied with the method. Did you ever stop using a method because you were 
not satisfied with it in some way? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.FIRSTIME1 
First method used and first intercourse - 1 
 
Thinking again of the very first time you ever used a method of birth control, when was it 
in relation to your first intercourse? 
 
(2) The first time you had intercourse  
(3) Less than a month after your first intercourse  
(4) One to three months after first intercourse  
(5) Four to twelve months after first intercourse  
(6) More than twelve months after first intercourse  

 
Enumeration: TFirstTime [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.FIRSTIME2 
First method used and first intercourse - 2 
 
Thinking again of the very first time you ever used a method of birth control, when was it 
in relation to your first intercourse? 
 
(1) Before your first intercourse  
(2) The first time you had intercourse  
(3) Less than a month after your first intercourse  
(4) One to three months after first intercourse  
(5) Four to twelve months after first intercourse  
(6) More than twelve months after first intercourse  

 
Enumeration: TFirstTime2 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.AGEFSTUS 
Age for first method 
 



How old were you the first time you used a method for any reason?  
 
Enter Age in years 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.USEFRSTS 
Used birth control for first intercourse 
 
Did you use any birth control method the first time you had intercourse? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.INTR_EC4 
Months used 
 
Start with last month, *CMINTVW_FILL* , and think about each month one at a time, 
going back to *CM2YR_FILL* . Please click / tap for each month during which you had 
intercourse at least once. The boxes that remain white will indicate the months when 
you did not have sexual intercourse. 
 
(1) startMonthMinus24  
(2) startMonthMinus23  
(3) startMonthMinus22  
(4) startMonthMinus21  
(5) startMonthMinus20  
(6) startMonthMinus19  
(7) startMonthMinus18  
(8) startMonthMinus17  
(9) startMonthMinus16  
(10) startMonthMinus15  
(11) startMonthMinus14  
(12) startMonthMinus13  
(13) startMonthMinus12  
(14) startMonthMinus11  
(15) startMonthMinus10  
(16) startMonthMinus9  
(17) startMonthMinus8  
(18) startMonthMinus7  
(19) startMonthMinus6  



(20) startMonthMinus5  
(21) startMonthMinus4  
(22) startMonthMinus3  
(23) startMonthMinus2  
(24) startMonthMinus1  

 
Set: BFemE.INTR_EC4 [24/24], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.Q5[1].FIELD_Q5 
Months used 
 
Earlier you mentioned you had *xBQ5Fill2* In which months, if any, *xBQ5Fill* ? 
 
(1) startMonthMinus24  
(2) startMonthMinus23  
(3) startMonthMinus22  
(4) startMonthMinus21  
(5) startMonthMinus20  
(6) startMonthMinus19  
(7) startMonthMinus18  
(8) startMonthMinus17  
(9) startMonthMinus16  
(10) startMonthMinus15  
(11) startMonthMinus14  
(12) startMonthMinus13  
(13) startMonthMinus12  
(14) startMonthMinus11  
(15) startMonthMinus10  
(16) startMonthMinus9  
(17) startMonthMinus8  
(18) startMonthMinus7  
(19) startMonthMinus6  
(20) startMonthMinus5  
(21) startMonthMinus4  
(22) startMonthMinus3  
(23) startMonthMinus2  
(24) startMonthMinus1  

 
Set: BFemE.BQ5.FIELD_Q5 [24/24], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.Q6 
Corrections 
 



These are the methods of contraception and months of use we’ve recorded. If you’d like 
to make a correction, please click the "Edit" button below the method or methods that 
need to be corrected and then select Next to continue. If you have no corrections, just 
select Next.  
 
*Q6_FILL*  
 

 
String: String[1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.MC1SIMSQ 
Multiple methods 
 
You indicated some months where you were using multiple methods. Did you use any 
of them at different times during the month or did you use them all at the same time? 
 
(1) Same time  
(2) Different time  

 
Enumeration: BFemE.MC1SIMSQ [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.INTR_EH1 
Intro - more BC 
 
Now, we have a few more questions about birth control. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemE.INTR_EH1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.WYNOTUSE 
Why not using birth control 
 
Is the reason you are not using a method of birth control now because you, yourself, 
want to become pregnant as soon as possible? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.HPPREGQ 



Partner wants to have a baby ASAP 
 
And your partner, do they want you to become pregnant as soon as possible? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.OTHRMETH 
Other methods used 
 
Which, if any, of the methods listed below have you ever used? Please select all other 
methods that apply, even if you have only used a method once. 
 
(7) Implant  
(11) Diaphragm  
(12) FemCondom  
(13) Foam  
(14) Jelly  
(15) CervCap  
(16) Suppository  
(17) Sponge  
(18) IUD  
(22) Lunelle  
(23) Other1  
(27) None  

 
Set: BFemE.OtherMethods.OTHRMETH [12/12], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.OTHRMETH_Spec 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.METHSTOP 
Which methods stopped using 
 
What method or methods did you stop because you were not satisfied? 
 
(1) BCP  
(2) Condom  



(3) Vasectomy  
(4) Tubal  
(5) Withdrawl  
(6) Depo  
(7) Implant  
(8) Calendar  
(9) CycleBeads  
(10) Temperature  
(11) Diaphragm  
(12) FemCondom  
(13) Foam  
(14) Jelly  
(15) CervCap  
(16) Suppository  
(17) Sponge  
(18) IUD  
(23) Other1  
(24) Other2  
(22) Lunelle  
(20) Patch  
(21) Ring  

 
Set: BFemE.StopMethods.METHSTOP [23/23], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.METHSTOP_Spec 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.FIRSMETH 
First method used 
 
What was the first birth control method you ever used for any reason? If you used more 
than one method, please select all that apply. 
 
(1) BCP  
(2) Condom  
(3) Vasectomy  
(4) Tubal  
(5) Withdrawl  
(6) Depo  
(7) Implant  
(8) Calendar  
(9) CycleBeads  



(10) Temperature  
(11) Diaphragm  
(12) FemCondom  
(13) Foam  
(14) Jelly  
(15) CervCap  
(16) Suppository  
(17) Sponge  
(18) IUD  
(19) Emergency  
(23) Other1  
(24) Other2  
(25) Other3  
(22) Lunelle  
(20) Patch  
(21) Ring  

 
Set: BFemE.FirstMethods.FIRSMETH [25/25], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.FIRSMETH_Spec 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.MTHFRSTS 
Method used during first intercourse 
 
Which method did you use the first time you had intercourse? 
 
(1) BCP  
(2) Condom  
(3) Vasectomy  
(4) Tubal  
(5) Withdrawl  
(6) Depo  
(7) Implant  
(8) Calendar  
(9) CycleBeads  
(10) Temperature  
(11) Diaphragm  
(12) FemCondom  
(13) Foam  
(14) Jelly  
(15) CervCap  



(16) Suppository  
(17) Sponge  
(18) IUD  
(19) Emergency  
(23) Other1  
(24) Other2  
(25) Other3  
(26) Other4  
(22) Lunelle  
(20) Patch  
(21) Ring  

 
Set: BFemE.FrstIntMethods.MTHFRSTS [26/26], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.MTHFRSTS_Spec 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.DURTRY 
Duration 
 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.DURTRYYM 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].INTR_EG1 
Intro to pregnancy block 
 
*xPrgIntroFill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 



Enumeration: BFemE.BPregs.INTR_EG1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].EVUSEINT 
Any methods used 
 
*xEverUseFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].STOPDUSE 
Stopped use before pregnancy 
 
*xStoppedFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WHYSTOPD 
Reason stopped using 
 
Was the reason you stopped using all methods of birth control because you yourself 
wanted to become pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WHATMETH 
Methods used when became pregnant 
 
*xMethUsed*  
 
(1) No method used  
(3) Birth control pills  
(4) Condom  
(5) Partner's vasectomy  



(6) Female sterilizing operation, such as tubal sterilization  
(7) Withdrawal, pulling out  
(8) Depo-Provera™, injectables (shots)  
(9) Hormonal implant (Norplant™ , Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(10) Calendar rhythm, Standard Days, or Cycle Beads method  
(11) Safe period by temperature or cervical mucus test (Two Day, Billings 
Ovulation, or Sympto-thermal Method)  
(12) Diaphragm  
(13) Female condom, vaginal pouch  
(14) Foam  
(15) Jelly or cream  
(16) Cervical cap  
(17) Suppository, insert  
(18) Today™ sponge  
(19) IUD  
(20) Emergency contraception (for example: Plan B™, Preven™, Ella®, Next 
Choice™ "Morning after" pills.)  
(21) Other method  
(24) Lunelle™ injectable (monthly shot)  
(25) Contraceptive patch (Ortho-Evra™ or Xulane™)  
(26) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  

 
Set: BFemE.BPregs.WHATMETH [23/23], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].RESNOUSE 
Reason no birth control was used 
 
*xNoUseReason*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].INTR_EG2 
Intro - pregnancy feelings 
 
*xFeelingsFill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemE.BPregs.INTR_EG2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WANTBOLD 



Want to become pregnant 
 
*xWantPreg* any time in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  
(6) Not sure, don’t know  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo3 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].PROBBABE 
Probably wanted a baby 
 
*xProbWant*  
 
(1) Probably yes  
(5) Probably no  
(6) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TProbably [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WANTBLD2 
Want to become pregnant - 2 
 
*xWantPreg* any time in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  
(6) Not sure, don’t know  
(7) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TYesNoProb [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].TIMINGOK 
Pregnancy timing 
 
So would you say you became pregnant too soon, at about the right time, or later than 
you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  



 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].INTROWTH 
Have baby with partner intro 
 
Sometimes how people feel about having a baby in general can be different from how 
they feel about having a baby with a certain partner. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemE.BPregs.INTROWTH [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WTHPART1 
Have baby with partner 
 
*xPartnerFeelings* with that partner? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WTHPART2 
Ever baby with partner 
 
*xWithPart2* ever *xWithPart2a* with that partner? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].FEELINPG 
Feeling when pregnancy discovered 
 



On this scale, a 0 means that you were very unhappy to be pregnant and a 10 means 
that you were very happy to be pregnant. Which number best describes how you felt 
when you found out you were pregnant? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].HPWNOLD 
Father wanted baby 
 
*xFatherFeeling*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  
(6) Not sure, don’t know  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo3 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].TIMOKHP 
Fathers feeling about timing 
 
So would you say you became pregnant sooner than he wanted, at about the right time, 
or later than he wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].COHPBEG 
Living with father at beginning of pregnancy 
 
*xCohabPreg*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].COHPEND 



Living with father at end of pregnancy 
 
*xCohabBirth*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].TELLFATH 
Tell the father about baby 
 
*xTellFather*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WHENTELL 
When the father was told 
 
When did you tell him that you were pregnant: during the pregnancy or after the *gp0* ? 
 
(1) During the pregnancy  
(2) AfterB  

 
Enumeration: TToldFather [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].TRYSCALE 
How hard trying to get pregnant 
 
*xTryScale*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemE.GettingPregnantBlock[1].WANTSCAL 
How much wanted to get pregnant 
 
*xWantScale*  
 



 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.BTHCON12 
Birth Control or Prescription Revcd 
 
The next series of questions will be about birth control methods and services in the past 
year.  
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , have you received:  
 
A method of birth control or a prescription for a method? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.MEDTST12 
Birth Control related check-up 
 
A check-up or medical test related to using a birth control method? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.BCCNS12 
Birth Control related counseling 
 
Counseling or information about birth control? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.STEROP12 
Sterilization operation 
 
A sterilizing operation? 



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.STCNS12 
Sterilization counseling 
 
Counseling or information about getting sterilized? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.EMCON12 
Emergency contraception 
 
Emergency contraception, also known as "Plan B" or the "Morning-after pill," or a 
prescription for it? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.ECCNS12 
Emergency contraception counseling 
 
Counseling or information about Emergency contraception, also known as "Plan B" or 
the "Morning-after pill?"  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.FOLLOW12 
Medical visit in past 12 months 
 
*xFollowFill*  



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  
(6) Didn’t use the medical method(s) in 12 months after all  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo12 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.PRGTST12 
Pregnancy test past 12 months 
 
The next series of questions will be about medical services received from a doctor or 
other medical care provider in the past year.  
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , have you received:  
 
A pregnancy test? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.ABORT12 
Abortion past 12 months 
 
An abortion? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.PAP12 
Pap test past 12 months 
 
A Pap test - where a doctor or nurse put an instrument in the vagina and took a sample 
to check for abnormal cells that could turn into cervical cancer? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemF.PELVIC12 
Pelvic exam past 12 months 
 
A pelvic exam - where a doctor or nurse puts one hand in the vagina and the other on 
the abdomen? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.PRENAT12 
Prenatal care past 12 months 
 
In the past 12 months, have you received prenatal care? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.PARTUM12 
Post pregnancy care past 12 months 
 
In the past 12 months, have you received post-pregnancy care? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.STDSVC12 
STD test past 12 months 
 
In the past 12 months, have you been tested for a sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.WHYNOSTD 



Reason for no STD test 
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , you said that you did not receive a test for a 
sexually transmitted disease. Which one of these reasons would you say is the main 
reason why you have not been tested for a sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Didn’t want parents/partner to find out  
(2) Concerned about confidentiality  
(3) Doctor or health care provider never suggested it  
(4) Embarrassed or difficult to ask to be tested  
(5) Cost or lack of insurance  
(6) Other  

 
Enumeration: TNoTest [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.BCCLARC 
Did doctor mention IUD/Implants 
 
When you received counseling or information about birth control, did a doctor or medical 
provider talk with you about a contraceptive implant or an IUD? Please think of the 
provider you visited most recently for this service. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.INTRPAP 
Pap test intro 
 
Now we have some additional questions about medical tests you may have received. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemF.INTRPAP [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.LASTPAP 
Last pap test timeline 
 
Do you think your last Pap test was...?  
 
(1) A year ago or less  
(2) More than 1 year ago but not more than 2 years  



(3) More than 2 years ago but not more than 3 years  
(4) More than 3 years ago but not more than 5 years  
(5) Over 5 years ago  
(6) Never had Pap test  

 
Enumeration: TPapTime [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.MREASPAP 
Last pap test reason 
 
What was the main reason you had your most recent Pap test? Was it part of a routine 
exam, because of a medical problem you were having, or some other reason? 
 
(1) Part of a routine exam  
(2) Because of a medical problem  
(3) Other reason  

 
Enumeration: TPapReason [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.AGEFPAP 
Age at first pap test 
 
At what age did you have your first Pap test? 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.ABNPAP3 
Abnormal pap last 3 years 
 
Have you had a Pap test in the last 3 years where the results were not normal? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.INTPAP 
Frequency of pap tests 
 
How often do you think you will need to have a Pap test for regular cancer screening? 
 



(1) Every year  
(2) Every 2 years  
(3) Every 3 years  
(4) Every 4 years  
(7) Every 5 years  
(8) Less often than every 5 years  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.PELWPAP 
Pelvic done with pap test 
 
You reported you had a pelvic exam in the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* . Was 
the pelvic exam done at the same visit as your Pap test? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.LASTPEL 
Last pelvic timeline 
 
Do you think your last pelvic exam was...? 
 
(1) A year ago or less  
(2) More than 1 year ago but not more than 2 years  
(3) More than 2 years ago but not more than 3 years  
(4) More than 3 years ago but not more than 5 years  
(5) Over 5 years ago  
(6) Never had pelvic exam  

 
Enumeration: TPelvicTime [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.MREASPEL 
Last pelvic reason 
 
What was the main reason you had your most recent pelvic exam - was it part of a 
routine exam, because of a medical problem, or some other reason? 
 
(1) Part of a routine exam  
(2) Because of a medical problem  
(3) Other reason  



 
Enumeration: TPapReason [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.AGEFPEL 
Age at first pap test 
 
At what age did you have your first pelvic exam? 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.INTPEL 
Frequency of pelvic exam 
 
How often do you think you will need to have a pelvic exam? 
 
(1) Every year  
(2) Every 2 years  
(3) Every 3 years  
(4) Every 4 years  
(7) Every 5 years  
(8) Less often than every 5 years  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.EVHPVTST 
Ever had an HPV test 
 
Have you ever had an HPV test - where a doctor or nurse put an instrument in the 
vagina and took a sample to test for Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.HPVWPAP 
HPV test done with Pap test 
 
You reported you had a Pap test in the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* . Was the 
HPV test done at the same time as your Pap test? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.LASTHPV 
HPV test timeline 
 
When was your last HPV test? 
 
(1) A year ago or less  
(2) More than 1 year ago but not more than 2 years  
(3) More than 2 years ago but not more than 3 years  
(4) More than 3 years ago but not more than 5 years  
(5) Over 5 years ago  

 
Enumeration: THPVTime [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.MREASHPV 
HPV test reason 
 
What was the main reason you had your most recent HPV test - was it part of a routine 
exam, because of a medical problem, or some other reason? 
 
(1) Part of a routine exam  
(2) Because of a medical problem  
(3) Other reason  

 
Enumeration: TPapReason [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.AGEFHPV 
Age at first HPV test 
 
At what age did you have your first HPV test? 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemF.INTHPV 
Frequency of HPV test 
 
How often do you think you will need to have an HPV test? 



 
(1) Every year  
(2) Every 2 years  
(3) Every 3 years  
(4) Every 4 years  
(7) Every 5 years  
(8) Less often than every 5 years  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.GAINTRO1 
Intro to birth desires 
 
*xIntroFill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemG.GAINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.RWANT 
R wants another baby in the future 
 
*xRwantFill* want *xRwantFill2*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.PWANT 
Partner wants another baby in the future 
 
*xPwantFill* want *xPwantFill2*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.GBINTRO1 



Intro to baby intentions 
 
Sometimes what people want and what they intend are different because they are not 
able to do what they want. The next questions are about your and *gp0* ’s intentions to 
have *xIntro2Fill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemG.GBINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.JINTEND 
Intend to have a baby in the future 
 
Do you and *gp0* intend to have *xJIntendFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.JSUREINT 
How sure of your intentions 
 
Of course, sometimes things do not work out exactly as we intend them to, or 
something makes us change our minds. *xJSureIntFill*  
 
(1) Very sure  
(2) Somewhat sure  
(3) Not at all sure  

 
Enumeration: TSure [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.JINTENDN 
Number of intended babies 
 
*xIntentNum*  
 
Enter number of babies 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemG.GCINTRO1 
Second intro to baby intentions 
 
*xIntro3Fill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemG.GCINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.INTEND 
Intend to have a baby in the future 
 
*xIntendFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.SUREINT 
How sure of your intentions 
 
Of course, sometimes things do not work out exactly as we intend them to, or 
something makes us change our minds. *xSureIntFill*  
 
(1) Very sure  
(2) Somewhat sure  
(3) Not at all sure  

 
Enumeration: TSure [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemG.INTENDN 
Number of intended babies 
 
*xIntendNum2*  
 
Enter number of babies 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.INTRO_H1 



Intro to infertility services 
 
*gp0* The next questions are about any infertility services you may have ever received. 
This includes medical help to become pregnant or to prevent miscarriage. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemH.INTRO_H1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HLPPRG 
Used infertility services 
 
*xMedHelp*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HOWMANYR 
Number of relationships sought help in 
 
In how many of your relationships did you seek medical help in order to become 
pregnant? 
 
(1) One  
(5) More than one  

 
Enumeration: TOneOrMore [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.SEEKWHO1 
Sought help with current partner/spouse 
 
*xSeek1*  
 
(1) Current  
(5) Another partner  

 
Enumeration: TCurrOther [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.SEEKWHO2 
Sought help with current partner/spouse 



 
*xSeek2*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.TYPALLPG 
Sought help with current partner/spouse 
 
*xServicesFill*  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Advice  
(2) Infertility testing  
(3) Drugs to improve your ovulation  
(4) Surgery to correct blocked tubes  
(5) Artificial insemination  
(6) Other types of medical help  

 
Set: BFemH.TYPALLPG [6/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.INSCOVPG 
Sought help with current partner/spouse 
 
Did either of you have private health insurance to cover any of the costs of medical help 
for becoming pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HLPPGNOW 
Currently pursuing help 
 
Are you currently pursuing medical help to become pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 



Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemH.INTRO_H2 
Intro miscarriage or pregnancy loss 
 
Now we have a few questions about medical help you may have received to prevent 
miscarriage or pregnancy loss. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemH.INTRO_H2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HLPMC 
Seen a doctor for miscarriage prevention 
 
*xMiscarriage*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.INFRTPRB 
Infertility problems 
 
*xInfertility*  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Problems with ovulation  
(2) Blocked tubes  
(3) Other tube or pelvic problems  
(4) Endometriosis  
(5) Semen or sperm problems  
(6) Any other infertility problems  
(7) None of these problems  

 
Set: BFemH.INFRTPRB [7/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.INTRO_H3 
Intro ability to have children 
 



*xAbilityIntro*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemH.INTRO_H3 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.PID 
Treated for PID 
 
Have you ever been treated for an infection in your fallopian tubes, womb, or ovaries, 
also called a pelvic infection, pelvic inflammatory disease, or P.I.D.? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.DIABETES 
Has diabetes 
 
Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever told you that you had diabetes or 
"sugar"? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TDiabetes [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.GESTDIAB 
Gestational diabetes 
 
Were you ever told you had diabetes when you were not pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.UF 
Uterine fibroids/myomas 
 



Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever told you that you had fibroid tumors or 
myomas in your uterus? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.ENDO 
Endometriosis 
 
Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever told you that you had Endometriosis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.OVUPROB 
Menstruation problems 
 
Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever told you that you had problems with 
ovulation or menstruation? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.DEAF 
Difficulty hearing 
 
The following questions are about other health problems or impairments you may have.  
 
Do you have serious difficulty hearing? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.BLIND 



Difficulty seeing 
 
Do you have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses?  
 
Contact lenses should be considered in the same way as glasses. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.DIFDECIDE 
Difficulty making decisions 
 
Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty 
concentrating, remembering or making decisions? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.DIFWALK 
Difficulty walking/climbing 
 
Do you have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.DIFDRESS 
Difficulty dressing/bathing 
 
Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemH.DIFOUT 
Difficulty doing errands alone 
 
Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have difficulty doing 
errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.EVRCANCER 
Diagnosed with cancer 
 
Now we would like to ask you about cancer. Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
other health care provider that you had cancer? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.MAMMOG 
Had a mammogram 
 
A mammogram is an x-ray taken only of the breast by a machine that presses against 
the breast. Have you ever had a mammogram? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.AGEMAMM1 
Age of first mammogram 
 
How old were you when you had your first mammogram?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecFemH.CLINEXAM 
Had a clinical breast exam 
 
A clinical breast exam is when a doctor or other health care professional uses his or her 
hands to feel for lumps or other changes in your breasts. Have you ever had a clinical 
breast exam? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HIVTEST 
Tested for HIV 
 
Now we would like to ask you about testing for HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. Have 
you ever been tested for HIV? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.PREPHIV 
Medication to prevent HIV 
 
There are medications available for people who do not have HIV to keep them from 
getting HIV. Have you heard of these medicines? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.TALKDOCT 
Talked to doctor about HIV 
 
Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever talked with you about HIV, the virus 
that causes AIDS? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.EVERVACC 
Received cervical cancer vaccine 
 
HPV is a common sexually transmitted virus that can cause genital warts and cervical 
and other types of cancer in men and women. Vaccines to prevent some HPV infections 
are available for men and women 9-26 years of age and are sometimes called the HPV 
shot, Cervarix or Gardasil.  
 
Have you received the cervical cancer vaccine, also known as the HPV shot, Cervarix, 
or Gardasil? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.HPVSHOT1 
Received first HPV shot 
 
How old were you when you received your first HPV vaccine shot? 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 25, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.VACCPROB 
Receiving HPV shot in next 12 months 
 
How likely is it that you will receive the HPV shot in the next 12 months? 
 
(1) Very likely  
(2) Somewhat likely  
(3) Not too likely  
(4) Not likely at all  

 
Enumeration: TLikely [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.BLDPRESS 



Blood Pressure checked in last 12 months 
 
The next question is about your blood pressure.  
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp2* , have you had your blood pressure checked 
by a doctor or other medical care provider? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.NUTRINFO 
Nutrition information sources 
 
The next question is about which source(s) you used to obtain nutritional information for 
the child or children aged 5 or younger who live with you.  
 
Now thinking about the past 12 months, that is, since *gp2* , which of the sources in the 
options below did you use for information or advice about nutrition for this child or 
children?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Friends  
(2) Family (such as spouse, mother, mother-in-law, sister)  
(3) Child’s doctor or other health care provider  
(4) Child’s daycare provider, nanny, or teacher  
(5) Websites, blogs, or social media  
(6) None of the above sources  

 
Set: BFemH.NUTRINFO [6/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.FSTHLPPG_M 
Month first visit 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.FSTHLPPG_Y 
Year first visit 
 



 
 

Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemH.RCNTPGH_M 
Month most recent visit 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.RCNTPGH_Y 
Year most recent visit 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.WHENHIV_M 
Month latest HIV test 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemH.WHENHIV_Y 
Year latest HIV test 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.USUALCAR 
Health care 
 
The next questions are about your experiences with health care providers, health 
insurance, and health problems. Is there a place that you usually go to when you are 
sick or need advice about health? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.USLPLACE 
Health care type 
 
Please look at the options below. What kind of place is it? 
 
(1) Private doctor's office or HMO  
(2) Community health clinic, community clinic, public health clinic  
(3) Family planning or Planned Parenthood clinic  
(4) Employer or company clinic  
(5) School or school-based clinic  
(6) Hospital outpatient clinic  
(7) Hospital emergency room  
(8) Hospital regular room  
(9) Urgent care center, urgi-care, or walk-in facility  
(10) Sexually transmitted disease (STD) clinic  
(11) In-store health clinic (like CVS, Target, or Walmart)  
(20) Some other place  
(21)  
(22)  
(23)  
(24)  
(25)  
(26)  
(27)  
(28)  
(29)  

 
Enumeration: THealthPlace [1/21], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.USL12MOS 
Visited health care place in past 12 months 
 
Have you gone to this place in the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.CURRCOV 



Health insurance/health care coverage 
 
Are you currently covered by any kind of health insurance or some other kind of health 
care plan? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.COVERHOW 
Types of healthcare coverage 
 
The options below show different types of health care coverage. Which of the following 
types of health care coverage do you have?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) A private health insurance plan (from employer or workplace; purchased 
directly; through a state or local government program or community program)  
(2) Medicaid  
(3) Medicare  
(4) Medi-Gap  
(5) Military health care, including: the VA, CHAMPUS, TRICARE, CHAMP-VA  
(6) Indian Health Service  
(7) CHIP (Children’s Health Insurance Program)  
(8) Single-service plan (e.g., dental, vision, prescriptions)  
(9) State-sponsored health plan  
(10) Other government health care  

 
Set: BFemI.COVERHOW [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.PARINSUR 
Covered by parents insurnace 
 
Are you covered on your parents' private health insurance plan? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.COVER12 



Time in the past 12 months with no coverage 
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , was there any time that you did not have 
any health insurance or coverage? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.BRNOUT 
Born outside of USA 
 
Were you born outside of the United States? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.RELRSD 
Religion raised in 
 
The next questions are about religion. In what religion were you raised, if any? 
 
(1) None  
(2) Catholic  
(3) Jewish  
(4) Southern Baptist  
(5) Baptist  
(6) Methodist or African Methodist  
(7) Lutheran  
(8) Presbyterian  
(9) Episcopal or Anglican  
(10) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)  
(11) Other  

 
Enumeration: TReligions [1/11], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.ATTND14 
Frequency of religious services 
 



Please look at the options below. When you were 14, about how often did you usually 
attend religious services? 
 
(1) More than once a week  
(2) Once a week  
(3) 2-3 times a month  
(4) Once a month (about 12 times a year)  
(5) 3-11 times a year  
(6) Once or twice a year  
(7) Never  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency2 [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.RELNOW 
Religion now 
 
Please look at the options below. What religion are you now, if any? 
 
(1) None  
(2) Catholic  
(3) Jewish  
(4) Southern Baptist  
(5) Baptist  
(6) Methodist or African Methodist  
(7) Lutheran  
(8) Presbyterian  
(9) Episcopal or Anglican  
(10) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)  
(11) Other  

 
Enumeration: TReligions [1/11], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.FUNDAM 
Religion type 
 
Please look at the options below. Which of these do you consider yourself to be, if any?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) A born again Christian  
(2) A charismatic  
(3) An evangelical  
(4) A fundamentalist  
(5) None of the above  



 
Set: BFemI.FUNDAM [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.RELDLIFE 
Religion importance 
 
Currently, how important is religion in your daily life? Would you say it is very important, 
somewhat important, or not important? 
 
(1) Very important  
(2) Somewhat important  
(3) Not important  

 
Enumeration: TImportance [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.ATTNDNOW 
Frequency of services now 
 
Please look at the options below. About how often do you attend religious services? 
 
(1) More than once a week  
(2) Once a week  
(3) 2-3 times a month  
(4) Once a month (about 12 times a year)  
(5) 3-11 times a year  
(6) Once or twice a year  
(7) Never  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency2 [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.MILSVC 
Served in Armed Forces for 6+ months 
 
Have you ever been on active duty in the Armed Forces for a period of 6 months or 
more? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.WRK12MOS 



Number of months with a paying job 
 
The next question is about your work. Work includes any job for pay that was regularly 
scheduled and you were expected to perform. Please include full-time, part-time, and 
temporary or summer jobs.  
 
In the last 12 months, that is since *gp0* , for how many months did you have any job 
for pay? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 12, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.FPT12MOS 
Work schedule last 12 months 
 
In the last 12 months, did you work all full-time, all part-time or some of each? By full-
time we mean 35 or more hours a week. 
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.DOLASTWK 
Last week activity 
 
Last week, what were you doing? Were you working, keeping house, going to school, or 
something else?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Working  
(2) Not working at job due to temporary illness, vacation, strike, etc  
(3) On maternity or family leave from job  
(4) Unemployed, laid off, or looking for work  
(5) Keeping house  
(6) Taking care of family  
(7) Going to school  
(8) On permanent disability  
(9) Something else  

 
Set: BFemI.DOLASTWK [9/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemI.RPAYJOB 
Ever worked a regular job 
 
Did you ever work at a job or business for pay on a regular basis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.RNUMJOB 
Number of jobs worked last week 
 
*xNumJobs*  
 
Enter number of jobs 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 6, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.RFTPTX 
Primary job work schedule 
 
*xFullPartTime*  
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.SPLSTWK 
Partner/Spouse last week activities 
 
Please look at the options below. Last week, what was *gp2* doing? Was he working, 
keeping house, going to school, or something else?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Working  
(2) Not working at job due to temporary illness, vacation, strike, etc  
(3) On paternity or family leave from job  



(4) Unemployed, laid off, or looking for work  
(5) Keeping house  
(6) Taking care of family  
(7) Going to school  
(8) On permanent disability  
(9) Something else  

 
Set: BFemI.SPLSTWK [9/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.SPPAYJOB 
Partner/Spouse ever worked regular job 
 
Did he ever work at a job or business for pay on a regular basis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.SPNUMJOB 
Number of jobs partner/spouse worked last week 
 
*xMNumJobs*  
 
Enter number of jobs 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 6, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.SPFTPTX 
Partner/Spouse primary job work schedule 
 
*xMFullPartTime*  
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.IHINTRO1 
Family life intro 



 
Next, we would like your opinion on some matters concerning family life. Please tell us if 
you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following 
statements. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemI.IHINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.SAMESEX 
Same sex relationships 
 
Sexual relations between two adults of the same sex are all right. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.CHSUPPOR 
Unmarried parents 
 
It is okay for a young, unmarried woman to have and raise a child. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.REACTSLF 
Got pregnant now 
 
If you got pregnant now how would you feel? Would you be very upset, a little upset, a 
little pleased, or very pleased? 
 
(1) Very upset  
(2) A little upset  
(3) A little pleased  
(4) Very pleased  



 
Enumeration: TUpset [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemI.CHBOTHER 
No (more) children 
 
*xNoMoreKids*  
 
(1) A great deal  
(2) Some  
(3) A little  
(4) Not at all  

 
Enumeration: TBothered [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.GENHEALT 
Health rating 
 
In general, how is your health? Would you say it is... 
 
(1) Excellent  
(2) Very good  
(3) Good  
(4) Fair  
(5) Poor  

 
Enumeration: TRating [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.RWEIGHT 
Weight in pounds 
 
How much do you weigh?  
 
Please answer in pounds. 
 

 
Integer: 50 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.EVSUSPEN 
Ever suspended from school 
 



The next couple of questions are about your school experience. Have you ever been 
suspended or expelled from school? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.SMK100 
Smoked at least 100 cigarettes 
 
These next questions are about your use of cigarettes, alcohol, and other substances.  
 
In your entire life, have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes?  
 
100 cigarettes is about 5 packs. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.AGESMK 
Age when started smoking 
 
How old were you when you first started smoking fairly regularly?  
 
Please enter your age in years.  
 
If you never smoked regularly, enter 0. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.SMOKE12 
How many cigarettes smoked daily 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how many cigarettes did you smoke a 
day, on average? 
 
(1) None  
(2) About one cigarette a day or less  
(3) Just a few cigarettes a day, between 2 to 4 cigarettes  



(4) About half a pack a day, between 5 to 14 cigarettes  
(5) About a pack a day, between 15 to 24 cigarettes  
(6) More than a pack a day, 25 or more cigarettes  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency3 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.DRINK12 
Alcohol consumption last 12 months 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how often have you had beer, wine, 
liquor, or other alcoholic beverages? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.UNIT30D 
Answer unit 
 
This next question asks about your drinking over the past 30 days. Would you prefer to 
answer in terms of days per week or days per month? 
 
(1) Days per week  
(5) Days per month  

 
Enumeration: TAnswerUnit [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.DRINK30D 
Number of days drinking 
 
*xDrinkFill*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 30, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.DRINKDAY 
Drinks per day 



 
One drink is equivalent to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-ounce glass of wine, or a drink with one 
shot of liquor. During the past 30 days, on the days when you drank, about how many 
drinks did you drink on the average?  
 
NOTE: A 40 ounce beer would count as 3 drinks, or a cocktail drink with 2 shots would 
count as 2 drinks. 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.BINGE30 
Number of Four+ drink occasions - last month 
 
Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many days during the past 30 days 
did you have 4 or more drinks on an occasion? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.BINGE12 
Number of Four+ drink occasions - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how often did you have 4 or more drinks 
within a couple of hours? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.POT12 
Number of times smoked marijuana - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you smoked marijuana? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  



(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.COC12 
Number of times used cocaine - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used cocaine? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CRACK12 
Number of times used crack - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used crack? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CRYSTMTH12 
Number of times used meth - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used crystal meth, also known as tina, 
crank, or ice? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecFemJ.INJECT12 
Number of times injected drugs - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you shot up or injected drugs other than 
those prescribed for you? By shooting up, we mean anytime you might have used drugs 
with a needle, by mainlining, skin-popping, or muscling. 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.INTRO_J7 
Intro - sexual experiences with males 
 
The next questions are about sexual experiences you may have had with a male.  
 
Here are some things you may have done with a male. If you have ever done this at 
least one time with a male, answer yes. If you have never done this, answer no. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemJ.INTRO_J7 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.VAGSEX 
Had vaginal intercourse 
 
Has a male ever put his penis in your vagina (also known as vaginal intercourse)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.AGEVAGR 
Age for first vaginal intercourse 
 
The first time this occurred, how old were you? 
 

 



Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemJ.CONDVAG 
Used a condom- last vaginal intercourse 
 
Was a condom used the last time you had vaginal intercourse with a male? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.WHYCONDL 
Reason for condom use 
 
The last time you had vaginal intercourse with a male, did you use the condom to... 
 
(1) To prevent pregnancy  
(2) To prevent diseases like gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, herpes or AIDS  
(3) For both reasons  
(4) For some other reason  

 
Enumeration: TCondomReason [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.GETORALM 
Recvd oral sex 
 
The next few questions are about oral sex. By oral sex, we mean stimulating the 
genitals with the mouth. Has a male ever performed oral sex on you? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.GIVORALM 
Performed oral sex 
 
Have you ever performed oral sex on a male? That is, have you ever stimulated his 
penis with your mouth? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CONDFELL 
Condom used with last oral sex 
 
Was a condom used the last time you performed oral sex on a male? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.TIMING 
Timing of first oral sex 
 
Thinking back to when you had oral sex with a male for the first time, was it before, 
after, or on the same occasion as your first vaginal intercourse with a male? 
 
(1) Before first vaginal intercourse  
(3) After first vaginal intercourse  
(5) Same occasion  

 
Enumeration: TTiming2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.ANALSEX 
Ever had anal sex 
 
Has a male ever put his penis in your rectum or butt (also known as anal sex)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CONDANAL 
Condom used with last anal sex 
 
Was a condom used the last time you had anal sex with a male? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CONDSEXL 
Condom used with last sex 
 
The very last time you had any type of sex -- that is, vaginal intercourse or anal sex or 
oral sex -- with a male partner, was a condom used? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.WANTSEX1 
Feelings about first sex 
 
Think back to the very first time you had vaginal intercourse with a male. Which would 
you say comes closest to describing how much you wanted that first vaginal intercourse 
to happen? 
 
(1) I really didn't want it to happen at the time  
(2) I had mixed feelings -- part of me wanted it to happen at the time and part of 
me didn't  
(3) I really wanted it to happen at the time  

 
Enumeration: TFeelings [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.VOLSEX1 
First sex voluntary 
 
Would you say then that this first vaginal intercourse was voluntary or not voluntary, that 
is, did you choose to have sex of your own free will or not? 
 
(1) Voluntary  
(5) Not voluntary  

 
Enumeration: TVoluntary [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.HOWOLD 



Age of first sex 
 
How old were you when this first vaginal intercourse happened?  
 
Age in years 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.INTRO_J9 
Force used 
 
Were any of these kinds of force used?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) You were given alcohol or drugs  
(2) You did what he said because he was bigger than you or a grown-up, and you 
were young  
(3) You were told that the relationship would end if you didn't have sex  
(4) You were pressured into it by his words or actions, but without threats of 
harm  
(5) You were threatened with physical hurt or injury  
(6) You were physically hurt or injured  
(7) You were physically held down  
(8) None of the above  

 
Set: BFemJ.INTRO_J9 [8/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.EVRFORCD 
Ever forced to have intercourse 
 
*xForced*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.AGEFORC1 
Age when forced to have intercourse 
 



*xForcedAge*  
 
Age in years 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.INTROJ11 
Intro- Risk behavior 
 
These next questions are also about your male sex partners. This time, think about any 
male with whom you have had vaginal intercourse, oral sex, or anal sex -- any of these. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemJ.INTROJ11 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.OPPLIFENUM 
Number of lifetime sex partners 
 
Thinking about your entire life, how many male sex partners have you had? Please 
count every partner, even those you had sex with only once. 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.PARTS12M 
Number of sex partners - last 12 months 
 
Thinking about the last 12 months, how many male sex partners have you had in the 12 
months since *gp0* ? Please count every partner, even those you had sex with only 
once in those 12 months. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.VAGNUM12 
Number of vaginal intercourse partners 
 
Your number of male partners in the last 12 months is displayed below. Thinking of your 
male partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have vaginal 
intercourse?  



 
*PARTS12M* *xPartnerPlural*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.ORALNUM12 
Number of oral sex partners 
 
(Your number of male partners in the last 12 months is displayed below.) Thinking of 
your male partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have oral sex, 
either giving or receiving?  
 
*PARTS12M* *xPartnerPlural*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.ANALNUM12 
Number of anal sex partners 
 
(Your number of male partners in the last 12 months is displayed below.) Thinking of 
your male partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have anal 
sex?  
 
*PARTS12M* *xPartnerPlural*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.ATTRACT 
Sexual attraction 
 
People are different in their sexual attraction to other people. Which best describes your 
feelings? Are you... 
 
(1) Only attracted to males  
(2) Mostly attracted to males  
(3) Equally attracted to males and females  
(4) Mostly attracted to females  
(5) Only attracted to females  
(6) Not sure  

 



Enumeration: TAttraction [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemJ.INTROJ13 
Sexual Health Intro 
 
The next questions are about your sexual and reproductive health. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemJ.INTROJ13 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CHLAMTST 
Chlamydia test 
 
In the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , have you been tested for chlamydia? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.STDOTHR12 
Other STD test 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been tested for any other sexually transmitted disease 
like gonorrhea, herpes, or syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.STDTRT12 
Treated for STD 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been treated or received medication from a doctor or 
other medical care provider for a sexually transmitted disease like gonorrhea, 
chlamydia, herpes, or syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 



Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemJ.GON 
Diagnosed with gonorrhea 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been told by a doctor or other medical care provider 
that you had gonorrhea? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.CHLAM 
Diagnosed with chlamydia 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been told by a doctor or other medical care provider 
that you had chlamydia? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.HERPES 
Diagnosed with genital herpes 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had genital herpes? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.GENWARTS 
Diagnosed with HPV 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had genital warts or human papillomavirus, also called HPV? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.SYPHILIS 
Diagnosed with syphilis 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.EVRINJECT 
Ever injected non prescription drugs 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever shot up or injected drugs other than those 
prescribed for you? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.INTROJ15 
Family income Intro 
 
The next questions are about your combined family income last year, that is, in the year 
*gp1* . *xFamilyIncome*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BFemJ.INTROJ15 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.TOTINC 
Family income 
 
Which category represents the total combined yearly income of your family in the last 
year? Please enter the amount before taxes. 



 
(1) Under $5,000  
(2) $5,000- 7,499  
(3) $7,500- 9,999  
(4) $10,000-12,499  
(5) $12,500-14,999  
(6) $15,000-19,999  
(7) $20,000-24,999  
(8) $25,000-29,999  
(9) $30,000-34,999  
(10) $35,000-39,999  
(11) $40,000-49,999  
(12) $50,000-59,999  
(13) $60,000-74,999  
(14) $75,000-99,999  
(15) $100,000 or more  

 
Enumeration: TIncome [1/15], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.PUBASST 
Cash assistance recvd 
 
At any time in the last year, even for one month, did you or any members of your family 
living here receive any cash assistance from a state or county welfare program?  
 
Do not include Food Stamps, SSI, Energy Assistance, WIC, School Meals, or 
Transportation, Child Care, Rental or Education Assistance. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.FOODSTMP 
Food stamps recvd 
 
The next question is about SNAP, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, 
formerly known as the Food Stamp Program. SNAP benefits are provided on an 
electronic debit card. In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here 
receive food stamps or SNAP benefits? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 



Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecFemJ.WIC 
WIC recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive WIC, the 
Women, Infants, and Children Nutrition Program? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.HLPTRANS 
Transportation assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
Transportation assistance, such as gas vouchers, bus passes, or help registering, 
repairing, or insuring a car? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.HLPCHLDC 
Child care assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
Any child care services or assistance so you or they could go to work or school or 
training? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.HLPJOB 



Job training assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
A social services or Welfare office’s help with job training, a Job Club, a job search 
program, or anything else to help you or anyone in the household try to find a job? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.FREEFOOD 
Food cost assistance 
 
In the last 12 months, did you receive free or reduced-cost food or meals because you 
couldn’t afford to buy food? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecFemJ.MED_COST 
Couldnt afford medical care 
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , was there anyone in your household who 
needed to see a doctor or go to the hospital but couldn’t go because of the cost? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.RHISP 
Hispanic Origin 
 
Next, we have some questions about your ethnic background and your race. Are you 
Hispanic or Latina, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.RRACE 
Race 
 
What is your race? Please select all that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BMaleA.RRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.RACEBEST 
Race- best descr. 
 
Which of these groups, that is *SetElement(RRACE,1)* *xComma1* 
*SetElement(RRACE,2)* *xComma2* *SetElement(RRACE,3)* *xComma3* 
*SetElement(RRACE,4)* *xComma4* *SetElement(RRACE,5)* , would you say best 
describes your racial background? 
 
(1) Race1  
(2) Race2  
(3) Race3  
(4) Race4  
(5) Race5  

 
Enumeration: TRaceSub2 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.PRIMLANG 
Primary Language 
 
What languages do you usually speak at home? Please select all languages that apply. 
 
(1) English  
(2) Spanish  
(7) Other  

 
Set: BMaleA.PRIMLANG [3/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleA.TableIntro 
Table Intro 
 
In the following questions we’ve included information on your household that was 
gathered from the initial household questionnaire.  
 
First, please verify that each individual is a usual resident in your household by clicking 
the CONFIRM box. If an individual is no longer a usual resident in your household, click 
the REMOVE box.  
 
Then please select the relationship option that best describes the relationship of each 
individual to you. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleA.TableIntro [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MARSTAT1 
Marital status 
 
Now we would like to ask about marital status and living together. Considering the 
options below, what is your current marital or cohabiting status? 
 
(1) Married to a person of the opposite sex  
(2) Not married but living together with a partner of the opposite sex  
(3) Widowed  
(4) Divorced or annulled  
(5) Separated, because you and your spouse are not getting along  
(6) Married to a person of the same sex  
(7) Not married but living together with a partner of the same sex  
(8) Never been married  

 
Enumeration: TMaritalDetailed [1/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.SAMESEXINFO 
Same sex info 
 
You have entered a marital status of *MARSTAT1* . The primary focus of this study is 
family formation and reproduction. For this reason, you may see some questions that 
are not entirely appropriate for your marital status. Please try to answer them to best of 
your ability, or skip the question. 
 
(1) Continue  



 
Enumeration: BMaleA.SAMESEXINFO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.FMARSTAT 
Marital status 
 
What is your formal marital status? 
 
(5) Widowed  
(6) Divorced or annulled  
(7) Separated, because you and your spouse are not getting along  
(8) Never been married  

 
Enumeration: TMaritalDetailed2 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.GOSCHOL 
Regular school 
 
We’d like to ask about your education in regular school. By regular school we mean 
elementary, junior high or middle school, high school, college, or graduate school.  
 
Are you now going to, or on vacation from, regular school? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.VACA 
Vacation from regular school 
 
Are you currently on vacation from regular school? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HIGRADE 
Grade of regular school 
 
*xHiGradeFill*  



 
(0) No formal schooling  
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1 year of college or less  
(14) 2 years of college  
(15) 3 years of college  
(16) 4 years of college/grad school  
(17) 5 years of college/grad school  
(18) 6 years of college/grad school  
(19) 7 or more years of college and/or grad school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation2 [1/20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.COMPGRD 
Complete grade of regular school 
 
*xCompletedGradeFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.DIPGED 
Diploma 
 
Do you have a high school diploma, a GED certificate, or both? 
 
(1) High school diploma only  
(2) GED only  
(3) Both  
(5) Neither  

 



Enumeration: TDiploma [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleA.HAVEDEG 
Degrees 
 
Do you have any college or university degrees? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.DEGREES 
Highest degree 
 
What is the highest college or university degree you have? 
 
(1) Associate’s degree  
(2) Bachelor’s degree  
(3) Master’s degree  
(4) Doctorate degree  
(5) Professional School degree  

 
Enumeration: TDegree [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.ONOWN 
Lived away 
 
Now we have a few questions about your parents or parent-figures. Before you turned 
18, did you ever live away from your parents or guardians?  
 
Please include times you were away at college or in the Armed Forces. But, do not 
include times you were away at boarding school for elementary, middle, or high school, 
or living in an institution or jail or group home. Also, please do not include temporary 
supervised arrangements such as summer camp. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.INTACT 



Always live with parents 
 
*xLivedWithParentsFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.PARMARR 
Biological parents married 
 
Were your biological parents married to each other at the time you were born? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.LVSIT14F 
Female Parent figure 
 
Now, think about when you were 14 years old. What female and male parents or parent-
figures were you living with at age 14? Let’s start with the female parent or parent-
figure. 
 
(1) No female parent or parent-figure present  
(2) Biological mother  
(3) Stepmother  
(4) Adoptive mother  
(5) Father's girlfriend  
(6) Foster mother  
(7) Grandmother  
(8) Aunt  
(9) Other female  

 
Enumeration: TFParent [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.LVSIT14M 
Male Parent figure 
 
Now tell us who was the male parent or parent-figure you were living with when you 
were 14 years old. 



 
(1) No male parent or parent-figure present  
(2) Biological father  
(3) Stepfather  
(4) Adoptive father  
(5) Mother's boyfriend  
(6) Foster father  
(7) Grandfather  
(8) Uncle  
(9) Other male  

 
Enumeration: TMParent [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.WOMRASDU 
Woman who raised you 
 
Who, if anyone, do you think of as the woman who mostly raised you when you were 
growing up? 
 
(1) Biological mother  
(2) Adoptive mother  
(3) Step-mother  
(4) Father's girlfriend  
(5) Foster mother  
(6) Grandmother  
(7) Other female relative  
(8) Female nonrelative  
(9) No such person  
(10) Other  

 
Enumeration: TWoman [1/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MOMDEGRE 
Moms highest education 
 
*xMomDegreeFill*  
 
(1) Less than high school  
(2) High school graduate or GED  
(3) Some college but no degree  
(4) 2-year college degree (e.g., Associate’s degree)  
(5) 4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS)  
(7) Graduate or professional school  

 



Enumeration: TEducation [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleA.MOMWORKD 
Moms work 
 
During most of the time you were growing up, that is when you were between the ages 
of 5 and 15, did your mother/mother-figure usually work full time, part time or did she 
not work for pay at all? 
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Equal amounts full time and part time  
(4) Not at all (for pay)  

 
Enumeration: TWork [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MOMFSTCH 
Moms work 
 
How old was your mother when she had her first child who was born alive?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 5 - 60, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MANRASDU 
Man who raised you 
 
Who, if anyone, do you think of as the man who mostly raised you when you were 
growing up? 
 
(1) Biological father  
(2) Adoptive father  
(3) Step-father  
(4) Mother's boyfriend  
(5) Foster father  
(6) Grandfather  
(7) Other male relative  
(8) Male nonrelative  
(9) No such person  
(10) Other  

 



Enumeration: TMan [1/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleA.AHINTRO 
Marriage intro 
 
Now we have some questions about marriage and cohabitation. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleA.AHINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.TIMESMAR 
Number of times married 
 
*xTimesMarFill*  
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.EVCOHAB1 
Ever lived with a female 
 
*xCohabFill* have you ever lived together with any other female sexual partner? By 
living together, we mean having a sexual relationship while sharing the same usual 
residence. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.NUMCOH1 
Number of cohab females 
 
*xCohabFill* how many other female sexual partners have you lived together with in 
your life? *xNumCohabFill*  
 
Enter the number of women 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleA.EVCOHAB2 
Ever lived with a female 
 
Have you ever lived together with a female sexual partner? By living together, we mean 
having a sexual relationship while sharing the same usual residence. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.NUMCOH2 
Number of cohab females 
 
*xNumCohabFill2*  
 
Enter the number of women 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].Verify 
Confirm 
 
Confirm 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].Remove 
Remove 
 
Remove 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].HHLName 
Name 



 
Name 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].HHLSex 
Sex 
 
Sex 
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  
(7) Other  

 
Enumeration: TSex [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].HHLAge 
Age 
 
Age 
 

 
Integer: -99 - 999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.HHL[1].HHLRelar2 
Relationship 
 
Relationship to you 
 
(0) Self  
(1) Spouse  
(2) Partner  
(3) BioChild  
(4) StepChild  
(5) AdoptedChild  
(6) LegalWard  
(7) FosterChild  
(8) PartnerChild  
(9) Grandchild  
(10) NeiceNephew  
(11) BioParent  
(12) StepParent  



(13) AdoptiveParent  
(14) LegalGuardian  
(15) FosterParent  
(16) ParentsPartner  
(17) Grandparent  
(18) AuntUncle  
(19) Sibling  
(20) OtherRel  
(21) Roomate  
(22) Tenant  
(23) OtherNonRel  
(24) Spouse2  
(25) Partner2  
(26) BioChild2  
(27) StepChild2  
(28) AdoptedChild2  
(29) LegalWard2  
(30) FosterChild2  
(31) PartnerChild2  
(32) Grandchild2  
(33) NeiceNephew2  
(34) BioParent2  
(35) StepParent2  
(36) AdoptiveParent2  
(37) LegalGuardian2  
(38) FosterParent2  
(39) ParentsPartner2  
(40) Grandparent2  
(41) AuntUncle2  
(42) Sibling2  
(43) OtherRel2  
(44) Roomate2  
(45) Tenant2  
(46) OtherNonRel2  

 
Enumeration: TRelar2 [1/47], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.SummaryIntro 
Summary Intro 
 
Please review the information you have entered for the household members. If you 
need to make any changes, please go back and update at this time. 
 
(1) Continue  

 



Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleA.HHLSummary 
Summary 
 
Name  Sex  Age  Relation  Status 
         

*HHL[1].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[1].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[1].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[1].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[1].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[2].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[2].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[2].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[2].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[2].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[3].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[3].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[3].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[3].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[3].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[4].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[4].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[4].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[4].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[4].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[5].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[5].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[5].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[5].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[5].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[6].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[6].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[6].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[6].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[6].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[7].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[7].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[7].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[7].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[7].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[8].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[8].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[8].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[8].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[8].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[9].HHLNa
me*  

 *HHL[9].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[9].HHLA
ge*  

 *HHL[9].HHLRel
ar2*  

 *HHL[9].HHLStat
us*  

*HHL[10].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[10].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[10].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[10].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[10].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[11].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[11].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[11].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[11].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[11].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[12].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[12].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[12].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[12].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[12].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[13].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[13].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[13].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[13].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[13].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[14].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[14].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[14].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[14].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[14].HHLSt
atus*  

*HHL[15].HHLN
ame*  

 *HHL[15].HHL
MF*  

 *HHL[15].HHL
Age*  

 *HHL[15].HHLRe
lar2*  

 *HHL[15].HHLSt
atus*  

 
(1) Continue  



 
Enumeration: TContinue [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.RelWomArray[1].Relman 
Relationship of wife/partner with HH children 
 
Looking at the options below, what is *gp0* 's relationship to *gp1[HHM_Number]* ? 
 
(1) Biological mother  
(2) Stepmother  
(3) Adoptive mother  
(4) Aunt, grandmother, or some other relation  
(5) Foster mother or legal guardian  
(6) Not related (legally or by blood)  

 
Enumeration: TRelwom [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.EARNHS_M 
Diploma Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.EARNHS_Y 
Diploma Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MYSCHOL_M 
Last attended Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.MYSCHOL_Y 
Last attended Year 
 



 
 

Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleA.EARNBA_M 
Degree Month 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleA.EARNBA_Y 
Degree Year 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.EVERSEX 
Ever had intercourse 
 
The next section is about relationships with females.  
 
Have you ever had sexual intercourse with a female (sometimes this is called making 
love, having sex, or going all the way)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SXMTONCE 
Had intercourse more than once 
 
Have you had sexual intercourse more than once? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.YNOSEX 



Why never had intercourse 
 
As you know, some people have had sexual intercourse by your age and others have 
not. Please look at the choices below which list some reasons that people give for not 
having sexual intercourse.  
 
What would you say is the most important reason why you have not had sexual 
intercourse up to now? 
 
(1) Against religion or morals  
(2) Don’t want to get a female pregnant  
(3) Don't want to get a sexually transmitted disease  
(4) Haven't found the right person yet  
(5) In a relationship, but waiting for the right time  
(6) Other  

 
Enumeration: TNoSexReasons2 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDNO 
Sex Education 
 
Now we’re interested in knowing about formal sex education you may have had. 
*xSedNoFill* how to say no to sex? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDNOLC 
Sex Education- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about how to say 
no to sex? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDNOLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDNOG 



Sex Education- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on how to say no to sex? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDNOSX 
When learned to say no 
 
Did you receive instruction about how to say no to sex before or after the first time you 
had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDBC 
Birth control education 
 
*xBCInstruct* methods of birth control? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleB.SEDBCLC 
Birth control Education- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about methods of 
birth control? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDBCLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDBCG 
Sex Education- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on methods of birth control? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDBCSX 
When learned to say no 
 



Did you receive instruction about methods of birth control before or after the first time 
you had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDWHBC 
Where to get birth control 
 
*xBCInstruct* where to get birth control? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDWHLC 
Where to get birth control- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about where to get 
birth control? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDWHLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDWHBCG 
Where to get birth control- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on where to get birth 
control? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  



(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDWBCSX 
When learned where to get birth control 
 
Did you receive instruction about where to get birth control before or after the first time 
you had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDCOND 
How to use a condom 
 
*xBCInstruct* how to use a condom? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDCONLC 
How to use a condom- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about how to use a 
condom? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  



(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDCONLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDCONDG 
How to use a condom- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on how to use a condom? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDCONSX 
When learned how to use a condom 
 
Did you receive instruction about how to use a condom before or after the first time you 
had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDSTD 
Learned about STDs 



 
*xBCInstruct* sexually transmitted diseases? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDSTDLC 
Learned about STDs- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about sexually 
transmitted diseases? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDSTDLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDSTDG 
Learned about STDs- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on sexually transmitted 
diseases? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  



 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDSTDSX 
When learned about STDs 
 
Did you receive instruction about sexually transmitted diseases before or after the first 
time you had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDHIV 
How to prevent HIV/AIDS 
 
*xBCInstruct* how to prevent HIV/AIDS? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDHIVLC 
How to prevent HIV/AIDS- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about how to 
prevent HIV/AIDS? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDHIVLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDHIVG 
How to prevent HIV/AIDS- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction on how to prevent 
HIV/AIDS? 



 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDHIVSX 
When learned how to prevent HIV/AIDS 
 
Did you receive instruction about how to prevent HIV/AIDS before or after the first time 
you had sex? 
 
(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDABST 
Waiting til marriage for sex 
 
*xBCInstruct* waiting until marriage to have sex? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDABLC 



Waiting til marriage for sex- location 
 
Looking at the choices below, where did you receive that instruction about waiting until 
marriage to have sex? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) School  
(2) Church  
(3) Community center  
(4) Some other place  

 
Set: BMaleB.SEDABLC [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDABSTG 
Waiting til marriage for sex- grade 
 
What grade were you in when you first received instruction about waiting until marriage 
to have sex? 
 
(1) 1st grade  
(2) 2nd grade  
(3) 3rd grade  
(4) 4th grade  
(5) 5th grade  
(6) 6th grade  
(7) 7th grade  
(8) 8th grade  
(9) 9th grade  
(10) 10th grade  
(11) 11th grade  
(12) 12th grade  
(13) 1st year of college  
(14) 2nd year of college  
(15) 3rd year of college  
(16) 4th year of college  
(96) Not in school when received instruction  

 
Enumeration: TGrade2 [1/17], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEDABSSX 
When learned about waiting til marriage for sex 
 
Did you receive instruction about waiting until marriage to have sex before or after the 
first time you had sex? 
 



(1) Before  
(2) After  

 
Enumeration: TBeforeAfter [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.EVEROPER 
Has R ever had a vasectomy 
 
Some men have operations that make it impossible for them to father a child.  
 
Have you ever had a vasectomy or any other operation that makes it impossible for you 
to father a child? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.TYPEOPER 
Type of sterilization operation 
 
What type of operation did you have? Was it a vasectomy or some other operation? 
 
(1) Vasectomy  
(2) Other operation  
(3) Vasectomy failed  
(4) Vasectomy already surgically reversed  

 
Enumeration: TVasectomyType [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.STEROPER 
Impossible for R to have a baby 
 
As far as you know, are you completely sterile from this operation; that is, does it make 
it impossible for you to father a baby in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.FATHPOSS 



Physically able to father a child 
 
Some men are not physically able to father children. As far as you know, is it physically 
possible for you, yourself to biologically father a child in the future? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.FATHDIFF 
Would have difficulty fathering children 
 
Some men are physically able to father a child, but would have difficulty doing so. As far 
as you know, would you have any difficulty fathering a child? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.LIFEPRT 
Number of females had intercourse with 
 
The next questions are about relationships with females.  
 
How many different females have you ever had intercourse with? This includes any 
female you had intercourse with, even if it was only once or if you did not know her well.  
 
Enter number of females 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SXMON12 
Had intercourse in last 12 months 
 
*xSex12Months*  
 
*xSex12Months2*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.MON12PRT 
How many female sex partners in last 12 months 
 
How many different females have you had sexual intercourse with in the past 12 
months, that is, since *gp0* ?  
 
Enter number of females 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P12MOCON 
How often used a condom in last 12 months 
 
Please look at the choices below. Thinking back over the past 12 months, that is, since 
*gp0* , would you say you used a condom with your partner or partners for sexual 
intercourse every time, most of the time, about half of the time, some of the time, or 
none of the time? 
 
(1) Every time  
(2) Most of the time  
(3) About half of the time  
(4) Some of the time  
(5) None of the time  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency6 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.SEXFREQ 
Number of times had intercourse in last 4 weeks 
 
Now please think about the last four weeks. How many times have you had sexual 
intercourse with a female in the last four weeks?  
 
Enter number of times 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.CONFREQ 



Number of times used condoms last 4 weeks 
 
And, in the last four weeks, how many of the times that you had sexual intercourse with 
a female did you use a condom?  
 
Enter number of times 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1NAME 
Name of most recent sexual partner 
 
So that we can refer to her in the interview, please give us the name or initials of the 
female with whom you *xPartnerNameFill* had sexual intercourse.  
 
Enter name or initials 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1RLTN1 
Ever married to most recent partner 
 
Were you ever married to *P1NAME_FILL* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1CURRWIFE 
Most recent partner is Rs wife 
 
Is she your current wife? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1CURRSEP 



Most recent partner is separated from R 
 
Is she the woman you are separated from now? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1RLTN2 
Ever lived with most recent partner 
 
Did you ever live together with *P1NAME_FILL* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1COHABIT 
Currently living with most recent partner 
 
Is she the woman you live with now? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P2NAME 
Last sexual partner before current partner 
 
Now think of the last female with whom you had sexual intercourse before 
*P1NAME_FILL* . Please give us her name or initials. 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P2RLTN2 
Ever lived with previous sexual partner 
 
Did you ever live together with *P2NAME_FILL* ? 



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P3NAME 
Last sexual partner before current partner 
 
Now think of the last female with whom you had sexual intercourse before 
*P2NAME_FILL* . Please give us her name or initials. 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.FIRST 
Previous partner was first partner 
 
*xHelpFill*  
 
(1) YesP1  
(2) YesP2  
(3) YesP3  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TFirstPrt [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.FIRST2 
Last sexual partner before current partner 
 
So that we can refer to her in the interview, please tell us the name or initials of the first 
female with whom you ever had sexual intercourse. 
 

 
String: String[30], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.VASEC_M 
Month operation 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleB.VASEC_Y 
Year operation 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1SXLAST_M 
Month last sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P1SXLAST_Y 
Year last sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P2SXLAST_M 
Month last sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P2SXLAST_Y 
Year last sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P3SXLAST_M 
Month last sex 
 
 



 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleB.P3SXLAST_Y 
Year last sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CAINTRO 
Current cohab intro 
 
*xCohabIntro*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleC.CAINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CA_NAME 
Cohab persons name 
 
You may have already told us this, but please tell us her name or initials so that we can 
refer to her during the survey.  
 
Enter name or initials 
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.LIVTOGWF 
Cohab before marriage 
 
Some couples live together without being married. By living together, we mean having a 
sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. Did you and your wife live 
together before you got married? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleC.ENGATHEN 
Plans to get married 
 
At the time you began living together, were you and she engaged to be married or did 
you have definite plans to get married? 
 
(1) Yes, engaged to be married  
(3) Not engaged but had definite plans to get married  
(5) No, neither engaged nor had definite plans  

 
Enumeration: TMarrPlans [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.WILLMARR 
Expects to marry current partner 
 
Do you think that you and *CWPNAME* will marry each other? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPHISP 
Partners Hispanic origin 
 
Is *CWPNAME* Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPRACE 
Partners Race 
 
Which of the groups shown below describes *CWPNAME* ’s racial background? Please 
select one or more groups. Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  



(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BMaleC.CWPRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPEDUCN 
Partners education level 
 
Please look at the choices below. What is the highest level of education *CWPNAME* 
has completed? 
 
(1) Less than high school  
(2) High school graduate or GED  
(3) Some college but no degree  
(4) 2-year college degree (e.g., Associate’s degree)  
(5) 4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS)  
(7) Graduate or professional school  

 
Enumeration: TEducation [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPBORN 
Partners born in the US 
 
Was *CWPNAME* born outside the United States? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPMARBF 
Partners married previously 
 
*xMarriedFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPSX1AG 



Partners age at first sex 
 
The very first time that you had sexual intercourse with *CWPNAME* , how old were 
you? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPSX1RL 
Rel with partner at first sex 
 
Please look at the choices below. At the time you first had sexual intercourse with 
*CWPNAME* , how would you describe your relationship with her? 
 
(1) Married to her  
(2) Engaged to her, and living together  
(3) Engaged to her, but not living together  
(4) Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged  
(5) Going with her or going steady  
(6) Going out with her once in a while  
(7) Just friends  
(8) Had just met her  
(9) Something else  

 
Enumeration: TRelationshipF [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPFUSE 
Birth control with first sex 
 
That first time that you had sexual intercourse with *CWPNAME* , did you or she use 
any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPFMET 
Method used first time 
 
Looking at the choices below, that first time, what methods did you and she use to 
prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? 
 



(1) Condom or rubber  
(2) Withdrawal or pulling out  
(3) Vasectomy or male sterilization  
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleC.CWPFMET [13/13], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPOPSTR 
Partner had sterilization operation 
 
As far as you know, has *CWPNAME* ever had an operation that made it impossible for 
her to have a baby? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPTYPOP 
Type of sterilization operation 
 
*xTypeOp*  
 
(1) Tubal ligation or tubal sterilization  
(2) Hysterectomy  
(3) Something else  

 
Enumeration: TOperationType [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPTOTST 
Partner completely sterile 
 
As far as you know, did the operation make your (wife/partner) completely sterile, that 
is, is it completely impossible for her to have a baby? 



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPREVST 
Partner had operation reversed 
 
Has your (wife/partner) ever had surgery to reverse her tubal sterilization? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPPOSS 
Partner is able to have a baby 
 
Some women are not physically able to have children. As far as you know, is it 
physically possible for *CWPNAME* to have a baby? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPDIFF 
Partner has difficulty getting pregnant 
 
Some women are physically able to have another baby, but have difficulty getting 
pregnant or carrying the baby to term. As far as you know, would *CWPNAME* have 
any difficulty getting pregnant or carrying a baby? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPLUSE1 
Used birth control with last sex 
 



That last time that you had sexual intercourse with *CWPNAME* , did you, yourself use 
any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPLMET1 
BC Methods used last sex 
 
Looking at the choices below, that last time, what methods did you use? Please select 
all responses that apply. 
 
(1) Condom or rubber  
(2) Withdrawal or pulling out  
(3) Vasectomy or male sterilization  
(4) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleC.CWPLMET1 [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPLUSE2 
Female used birth control with last sex 
 
That last time that you had sexual intercourse with *CWPNAME* , did she use any 
methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPLMET2 
Female BC Methods used last sex 
 
Looking at the choices below, that last time, what methods did she use? Please select 
all responses that apply. 
 
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  



(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleC.CWPLMET2 [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CFINTRO 
Methods intro 
 
Now we have some questions about methods that you and *CWPNAME* used in the 
past 12 months, that is since *gp4* , to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted 
disease.  
 
*xMethodsFill* *xMethodsFill2* *xMethodsFill3*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleC.CFINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPRECBC 
Methods used last 12 months 
 
During the last 12 months, did you or your (wife/partner) use any methods to prevent 
pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease when you had intercourse together? Please 
answer yes if you used a method even once. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPALLBC 
Methods used last 12 months 
 
Please look at the choices below. Including any methods you may have already told us 
about and methods you may have used only once, during the last 12 months, which of 
these methods did you and she use to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted 
diseases?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 



(1) Condom or rubber  
(2) Withdrawal or pulling out  
(3) Vasectomy or male sterilization  
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleC.CWPALLBC [13/13], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPBCMST 
Most frequently used method 
 
During the last 12 months, when you and your (wife/partner) had sex together, which 
method did you and she use most of the time? 
 
(1) Method1  
(2) Method2  
(3) Method3  
(4) Method4  
(5) Method5  
(6) Method6  
(7) Method7  
(8) Method8  
(9) Method9  
(10) Method10  
(11) Method11  
(12) Method12  
(13) Method13  

 
Enumeration: TSelectedMethods [1/13], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CONDFREQ 
Most frequently used method 
 
During the last 12 months, what percent of the times that you and she had sex together 
did you use a condom? 
 



 
Integer: 0 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPNOFRQ 
How often used any method 
 
During the last 12 months, that is since *gp4* , how often did you or she use any 
method when you had sex together? 
 
(1) Every time  
(2) Most of the time  
(3) About half of the time  
(4) Some of the time  
(5) None of the time  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency6 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPBIOKD 
R and partner have a child 
 
Now we have some questions about children that you and your (wife/partner) may have 
had together. By this we mean that you were the biological father and she was the 
biological mother.  
 
Have you and *CWPNAME* ever had a child together?  
 
Include all children you and your wife/partner have had together, regardless of whether 
you were married at the time or whether you are raising the child(ren) themselves or 
have placed the child(ren) for adoption. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPNUMKD 
Number of children together 
 
Altogether, how many children have you had together? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleC.CWPPRGNW 
Currently pregnant 
 
Is your (wife/partner) pregnant with your child now? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPTRYPG 
Try to get pregnant 
 
Are you and your (wife/partner) currently trying to get pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPTRYLG 
Months trying to get pregnant 
 
How long, in months, have you and she been trying to get pregnant?  
 
Enter number of months 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 240, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPCPWNT 
Months trying to get pregnant 
 
Right before *CWPNAME* became pregnant, did you, yourself, want to have a child at 
some time in the future? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleC.CWPCPSON 
Pregnancy timing 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPCPHPY 
Happy for pregnancy 
 
On a scale from zero to ten, a zero means that you were very unhappy about this 
pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell us 
which number on the scale best describes how you felt when you found out that your 
(wife/partner) was pregnant this time. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPOTKID 
Partner has other children 
 
Now we would like to ask you about any other children, whether biological, adopted, 
foster or legally guarded children, that *CWPNAME* may have had. Please be sure to 
include all of her children, even if they never lived with you.  
 
When you began living with *CWPNAME* , did she have any other children? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPOKNUM 
How many other children 
 



How many children did she have? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPOKWTH 
Ever lived with other children 
 
*xLivedWKids*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPOKWTHN 
How many live with you 
 
How many of these children lived with you? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPNBEVR 
Any other kids live with you 
 
Besides any children that we may have talked about already, have you and 
*CWPNAME* ever had any other children live with you under your care and 
responsibility? Please do not include any of your biological children, *CWPNAME* ’s 
biological children, or children from previous relationships. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPNBNUM 
How many other kids 
 
How many children?  
 
Enter number of children 



 
 

Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleC.MARRDATE_M 
Month married 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.MARRDATE_Y 
Year married 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.STRTWFCP_M 
Month cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.STRTWFCP_Y 
Year cohab 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPDOB_M 
Month born 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPDOB_Y 



Year born 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPSX1WN_M 
Month first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPSX1WN_Y 
Year first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.KidNames[1].CWPCHNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].TALKBC 
Kid details intro 
 
Let’s talk about *gp1[Child_Number]* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleC.BKidDets.TALKBC [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHSEX 
Kid gender 
 
Is *gp1[Child_Number]* male or female? 
 



(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].MULTBIRT 
Multiple birth 
 
The birthday of this child is the same as *gp2* ’s. Was this a multiple birth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHMAR 
Married to partner at childs birth 
 
Were you married to *gp3* at the time of *gp1[Child_Number]* 's birth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHRES 
Living with partner at childs birth 
 
Were you living together with *gp3* at the time of the birth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHLIV 
Where kid usually lives 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does *gp1[Child_Number]* usually live now? 
Please select all responses that apply. 
 



(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) Away at school or college  
(4) Living on own  
(5) Living with other relatives  
(6) Deceased  
(7) Placed for adoption or adopted  
(8) Placed in foster care  
(9) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleC.BKidDets.CWPCHLIV [9/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHSIG 
Signed birth certificate 
 
Did you ever sign the application for *gp1[Child_Number]* ’s birth certificate or sign a 
statement that legally says you are *gp1[Child_Number]* ’s father? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHCRT 
Went to court 
 
Did you have to go to court to establish that you are *gp1[Child_Number]* ’s legal 
father? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHGEN 
Legally identified as the father 
 
Were you legally identified by a blood test or other genetic test as 
*gp1[Child_Number]* ’s father? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 



Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHWNT 
Wanted to become a father 
 
Right before *gp3* became pregnant with *gp1[Child_Number]* , did you, yourself, want 
to have a child at some time in the future? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHSON 
Timing of pregnancy 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHHPY 
Happy for pregnancy 
 
On a scale from zero to ten, a zero means that you were very unhappy about this 
pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell us 
which number on the scale best describes how you felt when you found out that your 
(wife/partner) was pregnant this time. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHDOB_M 
Month born 
 



 
 

Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPCHDOB_Y 
Year born 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPSOONN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPSOONMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.ChildDets[1].CWPLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 



Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleC.CWPCPSNN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPCPSNMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPCPLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.CWPCPLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthKidNames[1].CWPOKNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKSEX 



Other kids gender 
 
*xOthGender*  
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKAD 
Legally adopted other kid 
 
Did you legally adopt this child or become *gp0[OthChild_Number]* ’s legal guardian? 
 
(1) Yes, adopted  
(3) Yes, became guardian  
(5) No, neither  

 
Enumeration: TAdopt [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKTRY 
Trying to adopt other kid 
 
Are you in the process of trying to legally adopt *gp0[OthChild_Number]* ? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKTHR 
Trying to adopt/guardian other kid 
 
Are you in the process of trying to legally adopt *gp0[OthChild_Number]* or to become 
this child’s legal guardian? 
 
(1) Yes, trying to adopt  
(3) Yes, trying to become guardian  
(5) No, neither  

 
Enumeration: TAdopt2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKLIV 
Other kid lives now 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does this child usually live now? Please select 
all responses that apply. 
 
(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) Away at school or college  
(4) Living on own  
(5) Living with other relatives  
(6) Deceased  
(7) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleC.BOthKidDets.CWPOKLIV [7/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleC.OthChildDets[1].CWPOKAGE 
Age of other kid 
 
How old is *gp0[OthChild_Number]* now? Please enter 96 if the child is deceased. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 40, Attributes:AllowEmpty,Deceased 

 
SecMaleC.MoreKidNames[1].CWPNBNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.DINTRO_1 
Recent partner intro 
 
*gp3* Now we have some questions about *gp4* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleD.DINTRO_1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXCURR 
Most recent partner is current sexual partner 
 



*xPxcurrFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXMARRY 
Chances R marries current partner 
 
Do you think that you and *gp4* will marry each other? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXLRUSE 
R used birth control 
 
*xPxlruseFill* did you, yourself, use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually 
transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXLPUSE 
Partner used birth control 
 
*xPxlpuseFill* did she use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted 
disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXLPMETH 



Methods partner used 
 
*xPxlpmethFill*  
 
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleD.PXLPMETH [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXLSXPRB 
Method R didnt know about 
 
*xPxlsxprbFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXMTONCE 
Had intercourse more than once 
 
*xPxmtonceFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXPAGE 
Age of partner when had intercourse 
 
*xPxpageFill*  
 

 



Integer: 10 - 80, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleD.PXFRLTN1 
Relationship with partner 
 
Please look at the choices below. At the time you *xPxfrltn1Fill* had sexual intercourse 
with *gp4* , how would you describe your relationship with her? 
 
(1) Married to her  
(2) Engaged to her, and living together  
(3) Engaged to her, but not living together  
(4) Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged  
(5) Going with her or going steady  
(6) Going out with her once in a while  
(7) Just friends  
(8) Had just met her  
(9) Something else  

 
Enumeration: TRelationshipF [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXHISP 
Partners Hispanic origin 
 
Is *gp4* Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRACE 
Partners Race 
 
Which of the groups shown below describes *gp4* ’s racial background? Please select 
all responses that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BMaleD.PXRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleD.PXABLECH 
Partner physically can get pregnant 
 
Some women are not physically able to have children. As far as you know, is it 
physically possible for *gp4* to have a baby? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXAGFRST 
Age of first sex 
 
The very first time that you had sexual intercourse with *gp4* , how old were you? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXFRLTN2 
Relationship with partner 
 
Please look at the choices below. At the time you first had sexual intercourse with 
*gp4* , how would you describe your relationship with her? 
 
(1) Married to her  
(2) Engaged to her, and living together  
(3) Engaged to her, but not living together  
(4) Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged  
(5) Going with her or going steady  
(6) Going out with her once in a while  
(7) Just friends  
(8) Had just met her  
(9) Something else  

 
Enumeration: TRelationshipF [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXFUSE 
R & partner used birth control 
 



That first time that you had sexual intercourse with *gp4* , did you or she use any 
methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXFMETH 
R & partner method used 
 
Looking at the choices below, that first time, what methods did you and she use to 
prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? Please select all responses that 
apply. 
 
(1) Condom or rubber  
(2) Withdrawal or pulling out  
(3) Vasectomy or male sterilization  
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleD.PXFMETH [13/13], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.DGINTRO 
DG intro 
 
Now we have some questions about methods that you and *gp4* used in the past 12 
months, that is since *gp5* , to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease.  
 
If you were not involved with her for the whole 12 months, please think of only that time 
that you were involved with her during the past 12 months. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleD.DGINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleD.PXCONFRQ 
Percentage of time used condom 
 
During the past 12 months, that is, since *gp5* , what percent of the times that you and 
she had sex together did you use a condom?  
 
Enter percent from 0 to 100 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXCHILD 
R and partner had child together 
 
Now we have some questions about children that you and *gp4* may have had 
together. By this we mean that you were the biological father and she was the biological 
mother.  
 
*xPxchildFill*  
 
Include all children you and your wife/partner have had together, regardless of whether 
you were married at the time or whether you are raising the child(ren) yourselves or 
have placed the child(ren) for adoption. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXCHILDN 
R and partner had child together 
 
Altogether, how many children have you had together?  
 
Enter number of children 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXCPREG 
Partner currently pregnant 
 



Is *gp4* pregnant with your child now? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXTRYING 
Partner trying to get pregnant 
 
Are you and *gp4* currently trying to get pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PTRYLONG 
Months trying to get pregnant 
 
How long have you and she been trying to get pregnant? Please enter [0] if less than 1 
month.  
 
Enter number of months 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 240, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRWANT 
Did R want to have a child 
 
Right before *gp4* became pregnant, did you, yourself, want to have a child at some 
time in the future? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRSOON 



Timing of pregnancy 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPAGE 
Age at first sex 
 
That very first time that you had sexual intercourse with a female, how old were you? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPAGE18 
Est. age at first sex - 18 
 
Were you less than 18 or were you 18 years old or older? 
 
(1) Less than 18 years  
(2) 18 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TEighteen [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPAGE15 
Est. age at first sex - 15 
 
Were you less than 15 or were you 15 years old or older? 
 
(1) Less than 15 years  
(2) 15 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TFifteen [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPAGE20 
Est. age at first sex - 20 



 
Were you less than 20 or were you 20 years old or older? 
 
(1) Less than 20 years  
(2) 20 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TTwenty [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPNAME 
Name of first sexual partner 
 
Please tell me the name or initials of your first sexual partner so that we can refer to her 
during the survey.  
 
Enter name or initials. 
 

 
String: String[20], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPPAGE 
Age of first sexual partner 
 
*xFppageFill*  
 

 
Integer: 10 - 80, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPRLTN 
Rel. with first sexual partner 
 
*xFprltnFill*  
 
(1) Married to her  
(2) Engaged to her, and living together  
(3) Engaged to her, but not living together  
(4) Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged  
(5) Going with her or going steady  
(6) Going out with her once in a while  
(7) Just friends  
(8) Had just met her  
(9) Something else  

 
Enumeration: TRelationshipF [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleD.FPUSE 
BC used with first sexual partner 
 
*xFpuseFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPMETH 
BC method used 
 
Looking at the choices below, that first time, what methods did you and she use to 
prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease? Please select all responses that 
apply. 
 
(1) Condom or rubber  
(2) Withdrawal or pulling out  
(3) Vasectomy or male sterilization  
(4) Pill  
(5) Tubal sterilization or other female sterilization  
(6) Injection (Depo-Provera™ or Lunelle™)  
(7) Spermicidal foam /jelly /cream /film /suppository  
(8) Hormonal implant (NorplantTM, Implanon™, or Nexplanon™)  
(9) Rhythm or safe period  
(10) Contraceptive Patch (Ortho-Evra™)  
(11) Vaginal contraceptive ring (Nuva Ring™)  
(12) IUD, coil, or loop  
(13) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleD.FPMETH [13/13], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPPROBE 
Unknown BC used with first sexual partner 
 
*xFpprobeFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleD.PXSXFRST_M 
Month first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXSXFRST_Y 
Year first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDNames[1].PXCXNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].DHINTRO2 
Kid details intro 
 
Let’s talk about *gp2[Child_Number]* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleD.BSecDKidDets.DHINTRO2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXCXSEX 
Kid gender 
 
Is *gp2[Child_Number]* male or female? 
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXCXLIV 



Where kid usually lives 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does *gp2[Child_Number]* usually live now? 
Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) With his/her mother  
(4) Away at school or college  
(5) Living on own  
(6) Living with other relatives  
(7) Deceased  
(8) Placed for adoption or adopted  
(9) Placed in foster care  
(10) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleD.BSecDKidDets.PXCXLIV [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXCXAGE 
Age of kid now 
 
How old is *gp2[Child_Number]* now? Is [he/she] less than 5 years old, 5 to 18 years 
old, or 19 years or older? 
 
(1) Less than 5 years old  
(2) 5-18 years old  
(3) 19 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TAgeRange [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXWANT 
Wanted to become a father 
 
Right before *gp3* became pregnant with *gp2[Child_Number]* , did you, yourself, want 
to have a child at some time in the future? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXSOON 
Timing of pregnancy 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXCXBORN_M 
Month born 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXCXBORN_Y 
Year born 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXSOONN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXSOONMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 



Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.SecDKidDets[1].PXLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRSOONN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRSOONMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.PXRLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleD.PXRLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPFIRST_M 
Month first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleD.FPFIRST_Y 
Year first sex 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.EAINTRO1 
Former partner/cohab intro 
 
You've said that you *EAINTRO_FILL1* . In this section, we'll ask you a few more 
questions about *EAINTRO_FILL2* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleE.EAINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.FCNAME 
Former cohab 
 
You may have already told us this, but please tell us the first name or initials of the 
*EA3_FILL* you lived with.  
 
Enter name or initials  
 



 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.FCVERIFY 
Former cohab- verify 
 
We need to check whether we've already talked about *FCNAME* . We talked about 
*EA2_FILL* sexual partners, that is, women you had sex with in the past 12 months. Is 
*FCNAME* one of your recent sexual partners that we already talked about? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.WifeInfo[1].FWNAME 
Former wife 
 
You may have already told us this, but please tell us the first name or initials of your 
*gp0* .  
 
Enter name or initials  
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.WifeInfo[1].FWVERIFY 
Partner already discussed 
 
We need to check whether we've already talked about *FWNAME* . We talked about 
*gp1* sexual partners, that is, women you had sex with in the past 12 months. Is 
*FWNAME* one of your recent sexual partners in the last 12 months, that is, since 
*gp2* , that we already talked about? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EBINTRO 
Former partner/cohab intro 
 



Now we’ll ask you about your relationship with *gp6[Partner_Number]* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleE.WifeCohabInfo.EBINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].LIVTOGN 
Cohabitated with wife before marriage 
 
Some couples live together without being married. By living together, we mean having a 
sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. Did you and 
*gp6[Partner_Number]* live together before you got married? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].MARREND 
Marriage end 
 
How did your marriage end? 
 
(1) Death of wife  
(2) Divorce  
(3) Annulment  
(4) Separation  

 
Enumeration: TMarrEnd2 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].FWPHISP 
Hispanic Origin 
 
*xFWPHISPFIll*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].FWPRACE 
Race 



 
Which of the groups shown on below describes *gp6[Partner_Number]* ’s racial 
background? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BMaleE.WifeCohabInfo.FWPRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].FWPMARBF 
Married previously 
 
*xFWPMARBFFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].FWPBIOKD 
Had kids together 
 
Now we have some questions about children that you and *gp6[Partner_Number]* may 
have had together. By this we mean that you were the biological father and 
*gp6[Partner_Number]* was the biological mother.  
 
Did you and *gp6[Partner_Number]* ever have a child together? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].FWPNUMKD 
How many kids had together 
 
Altogether, how many children did you have together? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].STRTLIVE_M 
Month first lived together 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].STRTLIVE_Y 
Year first lived together 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].WIFEDIED_M 
Month wife died 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].WIFEDIED_Y 
Year wife died 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].DIVORFIN_M 
Month divorce final 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].DIVORFIN_Y 
Year divorce final 
 
 



 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].ANNULLED_M 
Month marriage annulled 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].ANNULLED_Y 
Year marriage annulled 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].STOPLIVE_M 
Month separated 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].STOPLIVE_Y 
Year separated 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EKidNames[1].FWPCHNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].EDINTRO2 
Kid details intro 
 
Let’s talk about *gp2[Child_NumberX]* . 



 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleE.WifeCohabInfo.BEKidDets.EDINTRO2 [1/1], 
Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPCHSEX 
Kid gender 
 
Is *gp2[Child_NumberX]* male or female? 
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPCHLIV 
Where kid usually lives 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does *gp2[Child_NumberX]* usually live now? 
Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) With his/her mother  
(4) Away at school or college  
(5) Living on own  
(6) Living with other relatives  
(7) Deceased  
(8) Placed for adoption or adopted  
(9) Placed in foster care  
(10) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleE.WifeCohabInfo.BEKidDets.FWPCHLIV [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPCHAGE 
Age of kid now 
 
How old is *gp2[Child_NumberX]* now? Is [he/she] less than 5 years old, 5 to 18 years 
old, or 19 years or older? 
 



(1) Less than 5 years old  
(2) 5-18 years old  
(3) 19 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TAgeRange [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPSOON 
Timing of pregnancy 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPHPYPG 
Happy for pregnancy 
 
On a scale from zero to ten, a zero means that you were very unhappy about this 
pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell us 
which number on the scale best describes how you felt when you found out that your 
(wife/partner) was pregnant this time. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPCHDOB_M 
Month born 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPCHDOB_Y 
Year born 
 
 

 



Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPSOONN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPSOONMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleE.PartnerDets[1].EChildDets[1].FWPLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTBCHIL 
Have any bio children 
 
Now, we would like to ask you about *xOtbchilFill2* biological children you may have 
had with any other sexual partners you never married. *xOtbchilFill*  
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTBPROBE 
Unknown bio child 
 
Could you have fathered a child with a sexual partner and you didn’t know about it? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTBCHILN 
How many bio children 
 
*xOtbchilnFill*  
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTACHIL 
Any non biological children in Rs care 
 
The next question is about *xOtachilFill2* children who may have lived with you under 
your care and responsibility, but you were not their biological father. By this we mean 
that you served as a formal or informal guardian to the child or that you were chiefly 
responsible for the child’s care.  
 
*xOtachilFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTACHILN 
How many non bio children 
 
*xOtachilnFill*  



 
 

Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleF.OTPREG 
Non birth pregnancy 
 
Sometimes pregnancies do not result in a live birth, but end in miscarriage, stillbirth, or 
abortion. As far as you know, have you ever had a pregnancy with a woman that ended 
in miscarriage, stillbirth, or abortion? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTPRGPRB 
Unknown Non birth pregnancy 
 
Could you have ever had a pregnancy like this with a woman and you didn’t know about 
it? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTPRGN 
Number Non birth pregnancy 
 
How many pregnancies (did you have that did not result in live birth)? 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTPRGEND 
Method Non birth pregnancy 
 
Please look at the options below. In which of the ways shown below did that pregnancy 
end? 
 



(1) Miscarriage  
(2) Stillbirth  
(3) Abortion  

 
Enumeration: TPregnancyEnd2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTMSN 
Number miscarriages 
 
How many pregnancies ended in miscarriage? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTSTN 
Number stillbirths 
 
How many pregnancies ended in stillbirth? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.OTABN 
Number abortions 
 
How many pregnancies ended in abortion? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.AGENONLB 
Age when pregnancy ended 
 
*xAgenonlbFill*  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.HERAGENLB 



Age of partner when pregnancy ended 
 
Thinking of this same pregnancy, how old was the mother when this pregnancy ended?  
 
Enter age in years 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.TOTPRG 
Total times impregnanted a woman 
 
Altogether, including pregnancies that ended in live birth, pregnancies that ended in 
miscarriage, stillbirth, or abortion, and pregnancies that are ongoing, as far as you 
know, how many times have you ever made someone pregnant? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NUMLIFE 
Total number of partners 
 
Altogether, how many different females have you ever had intercourse with? This 
includes any female you had intercourse with, even if it was only once or if you did not 
know her well. 
 

 
Integer: 7 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NUM12MO 
Total number of partners 
 
Altogether, how many different females have you had sexual intercourse with in the past 
12 months, that is, since *gp4* ? 
 

 
Integer: 7 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioKidNames[1].OTBCHNAM 
 
 

 



String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCSEXX 
Bio kid gender 
 
Is *xChildName* male or female? 
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCMAGEX 
Bio kid gender 
 
When *xChildName* was born, how old was the mother? 
 

 
Integer: 10 - 50, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCLIVEX 
Where kid usually lives 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does *xChildName* usually live now? Please 
select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) With his/her mother  
(4) Away at school or college  
(5) Living on own  
(6) Living with other relatives  
(7) Deceased  
(8) Placed for adoption or adopted  
(9) Placed in foster care  
(10) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleF.BbioKidDets.OBCLIVEX [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCAGE 
Age of kid now 
 



How old is *xChildName* now? Is [he/she] less than 5 years old, 5 to 18 years old, or 19 
years or older? 
 
(1) Less than 5 years old  
(2) 5-18 years old  
(3) 19 years or older  

 
Enumeration: TAgeRange [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCSOONX 
Timing of pregnancy 
 
Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right 
time, or later than you wanted? 
 
(1) Too soon  
(2) Right time  
(3) Later  
(4) Didn't care  

 
Enumeration: TTiming [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCHPYX 
Happy for pregnancy 
 
On a scale from zero to ten, a zero means that you were very unhappy about this 
pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell us 
which number on the scale best describes how you felt when you found out about this 
pregnancy. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCDOB_M 
Month bio kid born 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCDOB_Y 
Year bio kid born 



 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCSOONN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCSOONMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCLATEN 
Length of time 
 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 100, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.BioChildDets[1].OBCLATEMY 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Months  
(5) Years  

 
Enumeration: TUnits [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NBKidNames[1].OTNBNAM 
 
 

 
String: String[50], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleF.NBChildDets[1].OTNBSEX 
Non Bio kid sex 
 
Is *gp0[NBChild_Number]* male or female? 
 
(1) Male  
(5) Female  

 
Enumeration: TSex2 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NBChildDets[1].OTNBAD 
Non Bio kid details intro 
 
Did you legally adopt *gp0[NBChild_Number]* or become *gp0[NBChild_Number]* ’s 
legal guardian? 
 
(1) Yes, adopted  
(3) Yes, became guardian  
(5) No, neither  

 
Enumeration: TAdopt [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NBChildDets[1].OTNBLIV 
Non Bio kid residential status 
 
Please look at the choices below. Where does *gp0[NBChild_Number]* usually live 
now? Please select all responses that may apply. 
 
(1) In this household full-time  
(2) In this household part-time  
(3) With his/her biological parent(s)  
(4) Away at school or college  
(5) Living on own  
(6) Living with other relatives  
(7) Deceased  
(8) Someplace else  

 
Set: BMaleF.BNBKidDets.OTNBLIV [8/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleF.NBChildDets[1].OTNBAGE 
Non Bio kid age 



 
How old is *gp0[NBChild_Number]* now?  
 
Enter age in years  
 
Enter [0] if less than 1 year old  
 
Enter [96] if child is deceased 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 96, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.INTRO_G 
Fathering intro 
 
*xIntroFill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleG.INTRO_G [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.GAINTRO 
Fathering intro 2 
 
We would like to ask you some questions about your child *RFNAM* who is 
*RFAGE_FILL* . 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleG.GAINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.ROUTG04 
Outing away from home 
 
In the last four weeks, how often did you...  
 
Spend time with *RFNAM* on an outing away from home to places such as museums, 
zoos, movies, sports, playground, park, etc.? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  



(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RMEAL04 
Evening meals 
 
Eat evening meals together with *RFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RERRAND04 
Running errands 
 
Take *RFNAM* along while doing errands like going to the grocery store, post office, or 
bank? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RPLAY04 
Play games 
 
Play with *RFNAM* or play games with [him/her]? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 



Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleG.RREAD04 
Read 
 
Read to *RFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RAFFECT04 
Physical affection 
 
Show *RFNAM* physical affection (kiss, hug, stroke hair, etc.)? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RPRAISE04 
Praise 
 
Praise *RFNAM* for doing something worthwhile? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RFEED04 



Feed 
 
Feed *RFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RBATH04 
Bathe 
 
Give *RFNAM* a bath? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RDIAPER04 
Toilet help 
 
Diaper or help [him/her] use the toilet? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RBED04 
Put to bed 
 
Put [him/her] to bed? 
 



(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RAPPT04 
Take to appointments 
 
Take *RFNAM* to or from appointments such as a doctor’s visit? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RDISC04 
Discipline 
 
Most children misbehave from time to time. In the last 4 weeks, how often did you 
discipline *RFNAM* by putting [him/her] in time out, taking away privileges, or spanking 
[him/her]? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.ROUTG518 
Outing away from home 
 
In the last four weeks, how often did you...  
 
Spend time with *RFNAM* on an outing away from home to places such as museums, 
zoos, movies, sports, playground, park, etc.? 



 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RMEAL518 
Evening meals 
 
Eat evening meals together with *RFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RERRAND518 
Running errands 
 
Take *RFNAM* along while doing errands like going to the grocery store, post office, or 
bank? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RAFFECT518 
Physical affection 
 
Show *RFNAM* physical affection (kiss, hug, stroke hair, etc.)? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  



(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RPRAISE518 
Praise 
 
Praise *RFNAM* for doing something worthwhile? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RTAKE518 
Activities 
 
Take *RFNAM* to or from activities? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RAPPT518 
Appointments 
 
Take *RFNAM* to or from appointments such as doctor’s visits? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 



Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleG.RHELP518 
Homework 
 
Help your child with [his/her] homework or check that [he/she] did it? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RDISC518 
Discipline 
 
Most children misbehave from time to time. In last 4 weeks, how often did you discipline 
*RFNAM* by putting [him/her] in time out, taking away privileges, or spanking [him/her]? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RCLFR518 
Friends 
 
How much would you say that you know about *RFNAM* ’s close friends? 
 
(1) Knows everything  
(2) Knows most things  
(3) Knows some things  
(4) Knows a little  
(5) Knows nothing  

 
Enumeration: TKnowledge [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.RDO518 



Not at home 
 
How much would you say that you know about what *RFNAM* is doing when not at 
home? 
 
(1) Knows everything  
(2) Knows most things  
(3) Knows some things  
(4) Knows a little  
(5) Knows nothing  

 
Enumeration: TKnowledge [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.GBINTRO 
Non resident intro 
 
Here are some questions about your *NRFAGE_FILL* child, *NRFNAM* , who does not 
live with you. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleG.GBINTRO [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRVISIT04 
Visitation frequency 
 
During the last four weeks, about how often did you see or have a visit with 
*NRFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRSATVIS04 
Visitation satisfaction 
 
Overall, on a scale where 0 means very dissatisfied and 10 means very satisfied, how 
satisfied are you with how often you see or have a visit with *NRFNAM* ?  



 
Enter number from 0 to 10 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRVISIT518 
Visitation frequency 
 
During the last four weeks, about how often did you see or have a visit with 
*NRFNAM* ? 
 
(1) Not at all  
(2) Less than once a week  
(3) About once a week  
(4) Several times a week  
(5) Every day (at least once a day)  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency7 [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRSATVIS518 
Visitation satisfaction 
 
Overall, on a scale where 0 means very dissatisfied and 10 means very satisfied, how 
satisfied are you with how often you see or have a visit with *NRFNAM* ?  
 
Enter number from 0 to 10 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 10, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRMONEY 
Financial support 
 
Now we have a few questions about your financial support of *NRFNAM* .  
 
In the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , did you contribute money or child support for 
*NRFNAM* ’s upbringing? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleG.NREG 
Financial support interval 
 
Did you do this on a regular basis, or once in a while? 
 
(1) Regular basis  
(5) Once in a while  

 
Enumeration: TInterval [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRAGREE 
Child support ordered 
 
*xNragreeFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.COPARENT 
Good parenting team 
 
The next question is about you and *NRFNAM* ’s mother as parents for *NRFNAM* . 
For the following statement, please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or 
strongly disagree.  
 
*NRFNAM* ’s mother and I are a good parenting team.... 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleG.NRAMOUNT 
Amount 
 
 

 



Integer: 0 - 999995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleG.NRUNIT 
Unit 
 
 
(1) Week  
(2) Month  
(3) Year  

 
Enumeration: TUnits2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.HCINTR 
Future children intro 
 
*gp0* *xHcintrFill*  
 
By "having a child," we mean that you are the biological father of that child. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleH.HCINTR [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.RWANT 
Want future children 
 
*xRwantFill* want *xRwantFill2*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.HCINTRO2 
Intentions intro 
 
Sometimes what people want and what they intend are different because they are not 
able to do what they want. The next questions are about your and *gp1* ’s intentions 
*xHcintro2Fill*  
 
By "having a child," we mean that you are the biological father of that child. 
 



(1) Continue  
 

Enumeration: BMaleH.HCINTRO2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleH.JINTEND 
Future children intentions 
 
Do you and *gp1* intend *xJintendFill*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.JSUREINT 
Future children certainty 
 
Of course, sometimes things do not work out exactly as we intend them to or something 
makes us change our minds. In your case, how sure are you that you and *gp1* 
*xJsureintFill* *xJsureintFill2* Would you say very sure, somewhat sure, or not sure at 
all? 
 
(1) Very sure  
(2) Somewhat sure  
(3) Not at all sure  

 
Enumeration: TSure [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.JINTENDN 
Number of intended children 
 
*xJintendNumFill* do you and *gp1* intend to have?  
 
Enter number of children 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.JINTNEXT 
Timeframe for future children 
 



*xJintnextFill* Would you say, within the next 2 years, 2 - 5 years from now, or more 
than 5 years from now? 
 
(1) Within the next 2 years  
(2) 2 - 5 years from now  
(3) More than 5 years from now  

 
Enumeration: TTimeFrame [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.HCINTRO3 
Intentions intro 
 
Sometimes what people want and what they intend are different because they are not 
able to do what they want. The next questions are about your intentions *xHcintro2Fill*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleH.HCINTRO3 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.INTEND 
Future children intentions 
 
Please look at the options below. Looking to the future, do you intend *xIntendFill*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.INTENDN 
Number of intended children 
 
*xIntendNumFill* do you intend to have?  
 
Enter number of children 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleH.INTNEXT 



Timeframe for future children 
 
*xIntnextFill* Would you say, within the next 2 years, 2 - 5 years from now, or more than 
5 years from now? 
 
(1) Within the next 2 years  
(2) 2 - 5 years from now  
(3) More than 5 years from now  

 
Enumeration: TTimeFrame [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.INTRO_I1 
Health care intro 
 
The next questions are about your experiences with health care providers, health 
insurance, and health problems. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleI.INTRO_I1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.USUALCAR 
Health care 
 
Is there a place that you usually go to when you are sick or need advice about health? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.USLPLACE 
Health care type 
 
What kind of place is it? 
 
(1) Private doctor's office or HMO  
(2) Community health clinic, community clinic, public health clinic  
(3) Family planning or Planned Parenthood clinic  
(4) Employer or company clinic  
(5) School or school-based clinic  
(6) Hospital outpatient clinic  
(7) Hospital emergency room  



(8) Hospital regular room  
(9) Urgent care center, urgi-care, or walk-in facility  
(10) Sexually transmitted disease (STD) clinic  
(11) In-store health clinic (like CVS, Target, or Walmart)  
(20) Some other place  
(21)  
(22)  
(23)  
(24)  
(25)  
(26)  
(27)  
(28)  
(29)  

 
Enumeration: THealthPlace [1/21], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.CURRCOV 
Health insurance/health care coverage 
 
Are you currently covered by any kind of health insurance or some other kind of health 
care plan? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.COVERHOW 
Types of healthcare coverage 
 
Which of the following types of health care coverage do you have? Please select all 
responses that apply. 
 
(1) A private health insurance plan (from employer or workplace; purchased 
directly; through a state or local government program or community program)  
(2) Medicaid  
(3) Medicare  
(4) Medi-Gap  
(5) Military health care, including: the VA, CHAMPUS, TRICARE, CHAMP-VA  
(6) Indian Health Service  
(7) CHIP (Children’s Health Insurance Program)  
(8) Single-service plan (e.g., dental, vision, prescriptions)  



(9) State-sponsored health plan  
(10) Other government health care  

 
Set: BMaleI.COVERHOW [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.PARINSUR 
Covered by parents insurnace 
 
Are you covered on your parents' private health insurance plan? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.INS_PREM 
Premium paid 
 
A health insurance premium is the amount you or a family member pays each month for 
health care coverage. *xPremPaid*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.COVER12 
Time in the past 12 months with no coverage 
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp1* , was there any time that you did not have 
any health insurance or coverage? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.YOUFPSVC 
Services revd at family planning clinic 
 



Below, you will find a list of family planning and health services. Which of these 
services, if any, have you ever received at a family planning clinic or a Planned 
Parenthood clinic? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) Physical exam  
(2) Information or advice on strategies to prevent pregnancy, for example, birth 
control methods  
(3) Information or advice on strategies to prevent STDs or HIV, for example, using 
condoms or reducing your number of partners  
(4) HIV testing  
(5) Testing for sexually transmitted diseases other than HIV  
(6) Treatment for sexually transmitted diseases other than HIV  
(7) Some other service  
(8) Never received any service  

 
Set: BMaleI.YOUFPSVC [8/8], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DEAF 
Difficulty hearing 
 
The following questions are about other health problems or impairments you have.  
 
Do you have serious difficulty hearing? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.BLIND 
Difficulty seeing 
 
Do you have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses?  
 
Contact lenses should be considered in the same way as glasses. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DIFDECIDE 
Difficulty making decisions 



 
Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty 
concentrating, remembering or making decisions? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DIFWALK 
Difficulty walking/climbing 
 
Do you have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DIFDRESS 
Difficulty dressing/bathing 
 
Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DIFOUT 
Difficulty doing errands alone 
 
Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have difficulty doing 
errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.EVRCANCER 
Diagnosed with cancer 



 
Now we would like to ask you about cancer. Have you ever been told by a doctor or 
other health care provider that you had cancer? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.VISIT12MO 
Dr visits in last 12 months 
 
In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp1* , did you have any of these types of visits to a 
doctor or health care provider? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) A routine physical exam  
(2) A physical exam for sports or work  
(3) A doctor visit when you were sick or hurt  
(4) Did not have any visits to a doctor  

 
Set: BMaleI.VISIT12MO [4/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.SVC12MO 
Services recvd in last 12 months 
 
Did you receive any of the services shown below at those visits in the past 12 months? 
Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) A testicular exam (had your testicles examined)  
(2) Testing for sexually transmitted disease  
(3) Treatment for sexually transmitted disease  
(4) Information or advice about using condoms to prevent pregnancy  
(5) Information or advice about using condoms to prevent STDs  
(6) Information or advice about your partner using female methods of birth 
control  
(7) Information or advice about you getting a vasectomy (surgically sterilized)  
(8) Information or advice about HIV or AIDS  
(9) Information or advice about other sexually transmitted diseases, such as 
gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, herpes or AIDS  
(10) None of the above  

 
Set: BMaleI.SVC12MO [10/10], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.BARRIER 



Services recvd in last 12 months 
 
You reported that you did not go to a doctor in the past 12 months, that is, since *gp1* . 
Which of the reasons explain why you did not see a doctor? Please select all responses 
that apply. 
 
(1) I did not need to see a doctor in the last year  
(2) I did not know where to go for care  
(3) I could not afford to pay for a visit  
(4) I was afraid to hear bad news  
(5) I had privacy/confidentiality concerns  
(6) I could not take time off from work  
(7) Something else (please specify)  

 
Set: BMaleI.BARRIER [7/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.INFHELP 
Talked to doctor about fertility issues 
 
*xInfHelp*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.INTRO_I2 
AIDS intro 
 
Now we would like to ask you about testing for HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleI.INTRO_I2 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.DONBLOOD 
Ever donated blood/plasma 
 
Have you ever donated blood or blood products (plasma, platelets, and marrow) at the 
Red Cross, at a bloodmobile, at a blood drive, or at other blood banks? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.HIVTEST 
Ever tested for HIV 
 
*xHIVtest*  
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.NOHIVTST 
Reason for no HIV test 
 
Which one of the following reasons would you say is the MAIN reason why you have not 
been tested for HIV? 
 
(1) You have never been offered an HIV test  
(2) You are worried about what other people would think if you got tested for HIV  
(3) It's unlikely you've been exposed to HIV  
(4) You were afraid to find out if you were HIV positive (that you had HIV)  
(5) You don't like needles  
(20) Some other reason  

 
Enumeration: TNoHIVtest [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.HIVTST 
Reason for last HIV test 
 
*xTestReason* of these would you say was the main reason for your last HIV test? 
 
(1) Part of a medical checkup or surgical procedure (a doctor or medical provider 
asked for the test)  
(2) Required for health or life insurance coverage  
(3) Required for marriage license or to get married  
(4) Required for military service or a job  
(5) You wanted to find out if infected or not (you were the one who asked for the 
test)  
(6) Someone else suggested you should be tested  
(8) You might have been exposed through sex or drug use  



(9) You might have been exposed in some other way  
(20) Some other reason – specify  

 
Enumeration: THIVtestReason [1/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.SP_HIVTST 
Reason for last HIV test- sp 
 
What was the main reason for your last HIV test? 
 

 
String: String[255], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.TALKDOCT 
Doctor ever discussed HIV 
 
Has a doctor or other medical care provider ever talked with you about HIV, the virus 
that causes AIDS? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.WHENHIV_M 
Month HIV test 
 
 

 
Integer: -9 - 99, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleI.WHENHIV_Y 
Year HIV test 
 
 

 
Integer: -999 - 9999, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.BRNOUT 
Born outside US 
 



Were you born outside of the United States? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RELRSD 
Religion raised in 
 
The next questions are about religion. In what religion were you raised, if any? 
 
(1) None  
(2) Catholic  
(3) Jewish  
(4) Southern Baptist  
(5) Baptist  
(6) Methodist or African Methodist  
(7) Lutheran  
(8) Presbyterian  
(9) Episcopal or Anglican  
(10) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)  
(11) Other  

 
Enumeration: TReligions [1/11], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.ATTND14 
Frequency of religious services 
 
Please look at the options below. When you were 14, about how often did you usually 
attend religious services? 
 
(1) More than once a week  
(2) Once a week  
(3) 2-3 times a month  
(4) Once a month (about 12 times a year)  
(5) 3-11 times a year  
(6) Once or twice a year  
(7) Never  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency2 [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RELNOW 



Religion now 
 
Please look at the options below. What religion are you now, if any? 
 
(1) None  
(2) Catholic  
(3) Jewish  
(4) Southern Baptist  
(5) Baptist  
(6) Methodist or African Methodist  
(7) Lutheran  
(8) Presbyterian  
(9) Episcopal or Anglican  
(10) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS/Mormon)  
(11) Other  

 
Enumeration: TReligions [1/11], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.FUNDAM 
Religion type 
 
Please look at the options below. Which of these do you consider yourself to be, if any?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) A born again Christian  
(2) A charismatic  
(3) An evangelical  
(4) A fundamentalist  
(5) None of the above  

 
Set: BMaleJ.FUNDAM [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RELDLIFE 
Religion importance 
 
Currently, how important is religion in your daily life? Would you say it is very important, 
somewhat important, or not important? 
 
(1) Very important  
(2) Somewhat important  
(3) Not important  

 
Enumeration: TImportance [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleJ.ATTNDNOW 
Frequency of services now 
 
Please look at the options below. About how often do you attend religious services? 
 
(1) More than once a week  
(2) Once a week  
(3) 2-3 times a month  
(4) Once a month (about 12 times a year)  
(5) 3-11 times a year  
(6) Once or twice a year  
(7) Never  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency2 [1/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.MILSVC 
Served in Armed Forces for 6+ months 
 
Have you ever been on active duty in the Armed Forces for a period of 6 months or 
more? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.WRK12MOS 
Number of months with a paying job 
 
The next question is about your work. Work includes any job for pay that was regularly 
scheduled and you were expected to perform. Please include full-time, part-time, and 
temporary or summer jobs.  
 
In the last 12 months, that is since *gp0* , for how many months did you have any job 
for pay? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 12, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.FPT12MOS 
Work schedule last 12 months 



 
In the last 12 months, did you work all full-time, all part-time or some of each? By full-
time we mean 35 or more hours a week. 
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.DOLASTWK 
Last week activity 
 
Last week, what were you doing? Were you working, keeping house, going to school, or 
something else?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Working  
(2) Not working at job due to temporary illness, vacation, strike, etc  
(3) On paternity or family leave from job  
(4) Unemployed, laid off, or looking for work  
(5) Keeping house  
(6) Taking care of family  
(7) Going to school  
(8) On permanent disability  
(9) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleJ.DOLASTWK [9/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RPAYJOB 
Ever worked a regular job 
 
Did you ever work at a job or business for pay on a regular basis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RNUMJOB 
Number of jobs worked last week 
 



*xNumJobs*  
 
Enter number of jobs 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 6, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.RFTPTX 
Primary job work schedule 
 
*xFullPartTime*  
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SPLSTWK 
Partner/Spouse last week activities 
 
Please look at the options below. Last week, what was *gp1* doing? Was she working, 
keeping house, going to school, or something else?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) Working  
(2) Not working at job due to temporary illness, vacation, strike, etc  
(3) On maternity or family leave from job  
(4) Unemployed, laid off, or looking for work  
(5) Keeping house  
(6) Taking care of family  
(7) Going to school  
(8) On permanent disability  
(9) Something else  

 
Set: BMaleJ.SPLSTWK [9/9], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SPPAYJOB 
Partner/Spouse ever worked regular job 
 
Did she ever work at a job or business for pay on a regular basis? 
 



(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SPNUMJOB 
Number of jobs partner/spouse worked last week 
 
*xMNumJobs*  
 
Enter number of jobs 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 6, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SPFTPTX 
Partner/Spouse primary job work schedule 
 
*xMFullPartTime*  
 
(1) Full-time  
(2) Part-time  
(3) Some of each  

 
Enumeration: TWork2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.JGINTRO1 
Family life intro 
 
Next, we would like your opinion on some matters concerning family life. Please tell us if 
you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following 
statements. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleJ.JGINTRO1 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SAMESEX 
Same sex relationships 
 
Sexual relations between two adults of the same sex are all right. 
 



(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.CHSUPPOR 
Unmarried parents 
 
It is okay for a young, unmarried woman to have and raise a child. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.REACTSLF 
Got pregnant now 
 
If you got your wife or partner pregnant now how would you feel? Would you be very 
upset, a little upset, a little pleased, or very pleased? 
 
(1) Very upset  
(2) A little upset  
(3) A little pleased  
(4) Very pleased  

 
Enumeration: TUpset [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.CHBOTHER 
No (more) children 
 
*xNoMoreKids*  
 
(1) A great deal  
(2) Some  
(3) A little  
(4) Not at all  

 
Enumeration: TBothered [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleJ.SEXNEEDS 
Sexual needs 
 
Again, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.  
 
Men have greater sexual needs than women. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.WHENSICK 
When to see a doctor 
 
Men only need to see a doctor when they are hurt or sick. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.SHOWPAIN 
Letting pain show 
 
When a man is feeling pain he should not let it show. 
 
(1) Strongly agree  
(2) Agree  
(3) Disagree  
(4) Strongly disagree  

 
Enumeration: TAgree [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.COHCHANCE 
Chances of cohab again 
 



*xCohabChanceFill*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.MARRCHANCE 
Chances of marry again 
 
*xMarrChanceFill*  
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleJ.PMARCOH 
Cohab with future wife 
 
Again, you may have already told us this, but do you think that you will live together with 
your future wife before getting married? 
 
(1) Definitely yes  
(2) Probably yes  
(3) Probably no  
(4) Definitely no  

 
Enumeration: TMarryChances [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GENHEALT 
Health rating 
 
In general, how is your health? Would you say it is... 
 
(1) Excellent  
(2) Very good  
(3) Good  



(4) Fair  
(5) Poor  

 
Enumeration: TRating [1/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.RWEIGHT 
Weight in pounds 
 
How much do you weigh?  
 
Please answer in pounds. 
 

 
Integer: 50 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTRO_K5 
Life events intro 
 
The next few questions are about some things that you may have experienced recently 
in your life. We know that some of these questions are about things that you may not 
think about or talk about often. These things may be difficult to remember and some are 
personal. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTRO_K5 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.JAILED 
Jail/Prision/Juvenile detention - 12 months 
 
In the last 12 months, have you spent any time in a jail, prison or a juvenile detention 
facility? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.JAILED2 
Jail/Prision/Juvenile detention - ever 
 
Have you ever spent time in a jail, prison or juvenile detention center? 



 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.FRQJAIL 
Jail/Prision/Juvenile detention frequency 
 
Have you been in jail, prison, or a juvenile detention facility only one time or more than 
one time? 
 
(1) Only one time  
(2) More than one time  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency8 [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.FRQJAIL2 
Jail/Prision/Juvenile detention frequency 
 
*xJailFill*  
 
(1) One month or less  
(2) More than one month but less than one year  
(3) One year  
(4) More than one year  

 
Enumeration: TLengthOfTime [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.EVSUSPEN 
Suspended or expelled 
 
Have you ever been suspended or expelled from school? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTRO_K6 
Substance use intro 
 



These next questions are about your use of cigarettes, alcohol, and other substances. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTRO_K6 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.SMK100 
Smoked at least 100 cigarettes 
 
In your entire life, have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes?  
 
100 cigarettes is about 5 packs. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.AGESMK 
Age when started smoking 
 
How old were you when you first started smoking fairly regularly?  
 
If you never smoked regularly, enter 0. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.SMOKE12 
How many cigarettes smoked daily 
 
During the last 12 months, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day, on average? 
 
(1) None  
(2) About one cigarette a day or less  
(3) Just a few cigarettes a day, between 2 to 4 cigarettes  
(4) About half a pack a day, between 5 to 14 cigarettes  
(5) About a pack a day, between 15 to 24 cigarettes  
(6) More than a pack a day, 25 or more cigarettes  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency3 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.DRINK12 



Alcohol consumption last 12 months 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how often have you had beer, wine, 
liquor, or other alcoholic beverages? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.UNIT30D 
Answer unit 
 
This next question asks about your drinking over the past 30 days. Would you prefer to 
answer in terms of days per week or days per month? 
 
(1) Days per week  
(5) Days per month  

 
Enumeration: TAnswerUnit [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.DRINK30D 
Number of days drinking 
 
*xDrinkFill*  
 

 
Integer: 0 - 30, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.DRINKDAY 
Drinks per day 
 
One drink is equivalent to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-ounce glass of wine, or a drink with one 
shot of liquor. During the past 30 days, on the days when you drank, about how many 
drinks did you drink on the average?  
 
NOTE: A 40 ounce beer would count as 3 drinks, or a cocktail drink with 2 shots would 
count as 2 drinks. 
 



 
Integer: 1 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.BINGE30 
Number of Four+ drink occasions - last month 
 
Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many times during the past 30 days 
did you have 5 or more drinks on an occasion? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.BINGE12 
Number of Four+ drink occasions - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , how often did you have 5 or more drinks 
within a couple of hours? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.POT12 
Number of times smoked marijuana - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you smoked marijuana? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month  
(5) About once a week  
(6) About once a day  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency4 [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.COC12 



Number of times used cocaine - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used cocaine? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CRACK12 
Number of times used crack - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used crack? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CRYSTMTH12 
Number of times used meth - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you used crystal meth, also known as tina, 
crank, or ice? 
 
(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INJECT12 
Number of times injected drugs - last year 
 
During the last 12 months, how often have you shot up or injected drugs other than 
those prescribed for you? By shooting up, we mean anytime you might have used drugs 
with a needle, by mainlining, skin-popping, or muscling. 
 



(1) Never  
(2) Once or twice during the year  
(3) Several times during the year  
(4) About once a month or more  

 
Enumeration: TFrequency5 [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTRO_K7 
Pregnancies intro 
 
Next, we have a few questions asking about pregnancies you may have fathered. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTRO_K7 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MADEPREG 
Ever impregnated someone 
 
To the best of your knowledge, have you ever made someone pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.PREGTOT2 
Times impregnated someone 
 
To the best of your knowledge, how many times have you ever made someone 
pregnant? Please include any pregnancies you may have already told us about. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.NUMABORT 
Num of abortions 
 
To the best of your knowledge, how many of these pregnancies ended in abortion? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 



 
SecMaleK.NUMLIVEB 
Num of babies born 
 
To the best of your knowledge, how many of these pregnancies resulted in a baby being 
born?  
 
Twins or triplets from a pregnancy count as one pregnancy. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 95, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.TOLDPREG 
May have impregnated 
 
Have you ever been told by someone that you may have made her pregnant? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.WHATHAPP 
Pregnancy outcome 
 
The last time you were told by someone that you may have made her pregnant, ... 
 
(1) Did it turn out that she was pregnant and you were the father,  
(2) Or was she pregnant but you were not the father,  
(3) Or did it turn out that she was not pregnant?  

 
Enumeration: TPregntOutcome [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTRO_K8 
Experiences with women 
 
The next questions are about sexual experiences that you may have had with a female. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTRO_K8 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleK.INTRO_K9a 
Instructions 
 
Here are some things you may have done with a female. If you have ever done this at 
least one time with a female, answer yes. If you have never done this, answer no. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTRO_K9a [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.FEMTOUCH 
Ejaculation 
 
Has a female ever touched your penis until you ejaculated, or "came"? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.VAGSEX 
Vaginal intercourse 
 
Have you ever put your penis in a female's vagina (also known as vaginal intercourse)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.AGEVAGR 
Age at first vaginal intercourse 
 
The first time this occurred, how old were you? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CONDVAG 
Condom used at last sex 
 



Did you use a condom the last time you had vaginal intercourse with a female? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.WHYCONDL 
Condom used at last sex - reason 
 
The last time you had vaginal intercourse with a female, did you use the condom... 
 
(1) To prevent pregnancy  
(2) To prevent diseases like gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, herpes or AIDS  
(3) For both reasons  
(4) For some other reason  

 
Enumeration: TCondomReason [1/4], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GETORALF 
Recvd oral sex 
 
The next few questions are about oral sex. By oral sex, we mean stimulating the 
genitals with the mouth. Has a female ever performed oral sex on you, that is, 
stimulated your penis with her mouth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CONDFELL 
Used condom with last oral sex 
 
Did you use a condom the last time a female performed oral sex on you? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GIVORALF 



Performed oral sex 
 
Have you ever performed oral sex on a female? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.TIMING 
Oral sex timing 
 
Thinking back to when you had oral sex with a female for the first time, was it before, 
after, or on the same occasion as your first vaginal intercourse with a female? 
 
(1) Before first vaginal intercourse  
(3) After first vaginal intercourse  
(5) Same occasion  

 
Enumeration: TTiming2 [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ANALSEX 
Anal sex 
 
Have you ever put your penis in a female's anus or butt (also known as anal sex)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CONDANAL 
Used condom with last anal sex 
 
Did you use a condom the last time you had anal sex with a female? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CONDSEXL 



Used condom with last sex 
 
The very last time you had any type of sex -- that is, vaginal intercourse or anal sex or 
oral sex -- with a female partner, did you use a condom? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.WANTSEX1 
Feelings about first sex 
 
Think back to the very first time you had vaginal intercourse with a female. Which would 
you say comes closest to describing how much you wanted that first vaginal intercourse 
to happen? 
 
(1) I really didn't want it to happen at the time  
(2) I had mixed feelings -- part of me wanted it to happen at the time and part of 
me didn't  
(3) I really wanted it to happen at the time  

 
Enumeration: TFeelings [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.HOWOLD 
Age at first sex 
 
How old were you when this first intercourse happened? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.EVRFORCD 
Ever forced by a female 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been forced by a female to have vaginal 
intercourse against your will? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleK.AGEFORC1 
Age when forced by a female 
 
How old were you the very first time you were forced by a female to have vaginal 
intercourse against your will? 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 49, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTROK10 
Force used 
 
The first time this occurred, were any of these kinds of force used?  
 
Select all that apply. 
 
(1) You were given alcohol or drugs  
(2) You did what she said because she was bigger than you or a grown-up, and 
you were young  
(3) You were told that the relationship would end if you didn't have sex  
(4) You were pressured into it by her words or actions, but without threats of 
harm  
(5) You were threatened with physical hurt or injury  
(6) You were physically hurt or injured  
(7) You were physically held down  

 
Set: BMaleK.INTROK10 [7/7], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTROK11 
Sex partners intro 
 
This next section is about your female sex partners. This time, think about any female 
with whom you have had vaginal intercourse, oral sex, or anal sex. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTROK11 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.PARTSLIF 
Total lifetime sex partners 
 



Thinking about your entire life, how many female sex partners have you had? Please 
count every partner even those you had sex with only once. 
 

 
Integer: 1 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.PARTS12 
Last 12 months sex partners 
 
Thinking about the last 12 months, how many female sex partners have you had in the 
12 months since *gp0* ? Please count every partner, even those you had sex with only 
once in those 12 months. 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.VAGNUM12 
How many had vaginal intercourse with 
 
Your number of female partners in the last 12 months is displayed below. Thinking of 
your female partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have vaginal 
intercourse?  
 
*OPPYEARNUM* female partners in the last 12 months 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ORALNUM12 
How many had oral sex with 
 
Your number of female partners in the last 12 months is displayed below. Thinking of 
your female partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have oral 
sex, either giving or receiving?  
 
*OPPYEARNUM* female partners in the last 12 months 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ANALNUM12 
How many had anal sex with 



 
Your number of female partners in the last 12 months is displayed below. Thinking of 
your female partners in the last 12 months, with how many of them did you have anal 
sex?  
 
*OPPYEARNUM* female partners in the last 12 months 
 

 
Integer: 0 - 995, Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTROK13 
Male sex partners intro 
 
The next questions ask about sexual experiences you may have had with another male. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTROK13 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GIVORALM 
Performed oral sex 
 
Have you ever performed oral sex on another male, that is, stimulated his penis with 
your mouth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GETORALM 
Recvd oral sex 
 
Has another male ever performed oral sex on you, that is, stimulated your penis with his 
mouth? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ORALCONDM 



Used condom at last oral sex 
 
Did you use a condom the last time you had oral sex with a male? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ANALSEX2 
Recvd anal sex 
 
Has another male ever put his penis in your anus or butt (receptive anal sex)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ANALSEX3 
Performed anal sex 
 
Have you ever put your penis in another male’s anus or butt (insertive anal sex)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MALESEX 
Other sexual experiences 
 
Have you ever had any other sexual experience of any kind with another male? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MALPRTAGE 
Male partners relative age 
 



Thinking of your most recent or last male sex partner, that is, the man with whom you 
last had any sexual experience, was he older than you, younger than you, or about the 
same age? 
 
(1) Older  
(2) Younger  
(3) Same Age  

 
Enumeration: TMaleAge [1/3], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MALPRTHISP 
Male partners hispanic origins 
 
Thinking of this same male partner with whom you last had any sexual experience, is he 
Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MALPRTRACE 
Male partners race 
 
Thinking of this same male sexual partner, which of the groups shown below describe 
his racial background? Please select all responses that apply. 
 
(1) American Indian or Alaska Native  
(2) Asian  
(3) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
(4) Black or African American  
(5) White  

 
Set: BMaleK.MALPRTRACE [5/5], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.EVRFORC2 
Forced sex by another male 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been forced by a male to have oral or anal sex 
against your will? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.ATTRACT 
Sexual attraction 
 
People are different in their sexual attraction to other people. Which best describes your 
feelings? Are you... 
 
(1) Only attracted to males  
(2) Mostly attracted to males  
(3) Equally attracted to males and females  
(4) Mostly attracted to females  
(5) Only attracted to females  
(6) Not sure  

 
Enumeration: TAttraction [1/6], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.INTROK16 
Sexual Health Intro 
 
The next questions are about your sexual and reproductive health. 
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTROK16 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.STDTST12 
STD test 
 
In the last 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , have you been tested by a doctor or other 
medical care provider for a sexually transmitted disease like gonorrhea, chlamydia, 
herpes, or syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.STDSITE12 
Other STD test 
 



In the past 12 months, that is, since *gp0* , have you been tested by a doctor or other 
medical care provider for a sexually transmitted disease like gonorrhea or chlamydia in 
your throat or pharynx or your rectum (anus or butt)? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.STDTRT12 
Treated for STD 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been treated or received medication from a doctor or 
other medical care provider for a sexually transmitted disease like gonorrhea, 
chlamydia, herpes, or syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GON 
Diagnosed with gonorrhea 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been told by a doctor or other medical care provider 
that you had gonorrhea? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.CHLAM 
Diagnosed with chlamydia 
 
In the last 12 months, have you been told by a doctor or other medical care provider 
that you had chlamydia? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 



SecMaleK.HERPES 
Diagnosed with genital herpes 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had genital herpes? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.GENWARTS 
Diagnosed with HPV 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had genital warts or human papillomavirus also called HPV? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.SYPHILIS 
Diagnosed with syphilis 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever been told by a doctor or other medical care 
provider that you had syphilis? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.EVRINJECT 
Ever injected non prescription drugs 
 
At any time in your life, have you ever shot up or injected drugs other than those 
prescribed for you? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 



Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
 

SecMaleK.INTROK18 
Family income Intro 
 
The next questions are about your combined family income last year, that is, in the year 
*gp1* . *xFamilyIncome*  
 
(1) Continue  

 
Enumeration: BMaleK.INTROK18 [1/1], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.TOTINC 
Family income 
 
Which category represents the total combined yearly income of your family in the last 
year? Please enter the amount before taxes. 
 
(1) Under $5,000  
(2) $5,000- 7,499  
(3) $7,500- 9,999  
(4) $10,000-12,499  
(5) $12,500-14,999  
(6) $15,000-19,999  
(7) $20,000-24,999  
(8) $25,000-29,999  
(9) $30,000-34,999  
(10) $35,000-39,999  
(11) $40,000-49,999  
(12) $50,000-59,999  
(13) $60,000-74,999  
(14) $75,000-99,999  
(15) $100,000 or more  

 
Enumeration: TIncome [1/15], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.PUBASST 
Cash assistance recvd 
 
At any time in the last year, even for one month, did you or any members of your family 
living here receive any cash assistance from a state or county welfare program?  
 



Do not include Food Stamps, SSI, Energy Assistance, WIC, School Meals, or 
Transportation, Child Care, Rental or Education Assistance. 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.FOODSTMP 
Food stamps recvd 
 
The next question is about SNAP, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, 
formerly known as the Food Stamp Program. SNAP benefits are provided on an 
electronic debit card. In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here 
receive food stamps or SNAP benefits? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.WIC 
WIC recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive WIC, the 
Women, Infants, and Children Nutrition Program? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.HLPTRANS 
Transportation assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
Transportation assistance, such as gas vouchers, bus passes, or help registering, 
repairing, or insuring a car? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  



 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.HLPCHLDC 
Child care assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
Any child care services or assistance so you or they could go to work or school or 
training? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.HLPJOB 
Job training assistance recvd 
 
In the last year, did you or any members of your family living here receive the following 
type of government assistance because your income was low:  
 
A social services or Welfare office’s help with job training, a Job Club, a job search 
program, or anything else to help you or anyone in the household try to find a job? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.FREEFOOD 
Food cost assistance 
 
In the last 12 months, did you receive free or reduced-cost food or meals because you 
couldn’t afford to buy food? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 

 
SecMaleK.MED_COST 



Couldnt afford medical care 
 
In the past 12 months, was there anyone in your household who needed to see a doctor 
or go to the hospital but couldn’t go because of the cost? 
 
(1) Yes  
(5) No  

 
Enumeration: TYesNo [1/2], Attributes:AllowEmpty 
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